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ABSTRACT
Over the past few years, phased array antennas and variable RF/Microwave delay
lines have been the subject of much research. This thesis presents a photonic solution to
the generation of multiple, compact delay lines. Variable time delays are generated by
optically tapping points on an acousto-optic cell by the use of a deformable mirror device.
Isolation of a particular time delay is accomplished by the conversion of a time delay
point into a corresponding spatial frequency by the use of appropriate optics. The desired
time delay is recovered by heterodyning a local oscillator with the desired spatial
frequency, selected by a tiltable mirror device. Multiple delay lines are produced by the
use of a binary optic device. The design and simulation of the integrated optical system
was carried out using a real ray tracing program written by the author. Theoretical signal
to noise calculations are also carried out.
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L Introduction
Phased arrays have been the subject of intensive research for several decades, with
the primary focus of these efforts centered on microwave components and system. More
recently, however, optically based systems have been proposed as possible alternatives to
some of the more conventional elements.
Many true time delay (TTD) beam steering systems have been proposed, such as
the schemes presented by Toughlian & Zmuda1'2 and Sumberg & Toughlian3>4- The
system addressed by this thesis combines an acousto-optic deflector with a segmented
mirror device to obtain time delay by the following process.
An optical beam of diameter D passes through an acousto-optic deflector to which
an RF frequency is applied. The laser beam that passes through the acousto-optic cell
carries a finite time slice of the RF signal. By means of a shift in the optical frequency,
that time slice is impressed upon a cross section of the laser beam. The signal carrying
optical beam is then transmitted through an integrated (all glass) optical system to a
photodetector, where it combines with a second beam at the unshifted laser frequency.
The two beams produce a heterodyne signal. Using a mirror to steer one of the laser
beams, it is possible to select various delay points of the original time slice and reproduce
the instantaneous RF signal occurring at that point. Time delays up to D/vs are possible,
where vs is the velocity of sound propagating in the acousto-optic cell.
1 H.Zumda and E. Toughlian, "Variable Photonic Delay Line for Phased Array Antennas and
RF/Microwave Signal Processing", Final Technical Report, (Rome Laboratory, Griffiss Air Force Base,
New York, June 1991)
2 H.Zmuda and E. Toughlian, "Adaptive Microwave Signal Processing: A Photonic Solution," Microwave
Journal, Vol. 35, No.2 Feb 1992, pp 58-68
3 D.Sumberg, "An Integrated Photonic Delay Line for Phased Array Antenna Applications", Final
Technical Report, (Rome Laboratory, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York, May 1993)
4 D.Sumberg, "An Electro-optic Based Variable Photonic Delay Line for Phased Array Antenna
Applications", Final Report, (Rome Laboratory, Griffiss Air Force Base, New York, 1991)
The potential advantages of the segmented mirror photonic delay line over
existing architectures lie in it's ability to provide extremely rapid reconfiguration of the
antenna pattern and an infinitely variable time delay. An important advantage lies in
steering the beam using a TTD technique as opposed to employing a phase shifting
technique. In some existing antenna systems, optical heterodyning schemes have been
employed to provide an RF phase shift that is, unfortunately, independent of the RF
frequency. Such a system suffers from a phenomena know as squint, which results in
different frequency components of the RF carrier pointing in different directions. By
utilizing a TTD beam steering technique, the effects of squint are eliminated5 .
This thesis addresses the concept and design of a integrated photonic delay line
system, concentrating on the role of a personal computer in determining system
specifications and performance evaluation. The integrated system is capable of providing
25 separate delay lines (although only 20 lines will utilized in the actual system) with a
high packing density.
The availability of true time delay lines for RF signals may also be utilized in the
realization of microwave signal processing architectures. By using the variable photonic
delay lines in conjunction with a photonic amplitude weighting device, a microwave
transversal filter can be realized. Such an amplitude weighting effect can be included in
the optical system by the use of liquid crystal light values.
5 H.Zumda and E. Toughlian, "Variable Photonic Delay Line for Phased Array Antennas and
RF/Microwave Signal Processing", Final Technical Report, (Rome Laboratory, Griffiss Air Force Base,
New York, 1991), pp 1
II. Phase Array Antenna Fundamentals
Phased ArrayAntenna Operation
A phased-array antenna is an antenna system which steers the output beam of the
antenna by adaptivily controlling the time it takes for a common signal emitted from the
source to reach a particular radiative element. A simplified block diagram of a one-
dimensional antenna array is shown below:
Phase Fronts
Delay: 8 ( nj ,0)
Delay: 8( 1*2,8)
Common
Source/113
Delay: 6 ( n3 ,0)
Delay: 6 ( n4 ,0)
Delay: 6( n5,8)
Figure 1 . A block diagram of a phased array antenna system. The output direction of the beam, specified
by the angle 6 with respect to the array normal, is controlled by varying the time required for a signal
emitted from a common source to reach a particular element in the antenna. Thus, the amount of time delay
needed at a particular element is a function of both the spatial location of a particular element and the
desired steering angle.
The amount of time delay depends on the desired signal direction, specified by the
angle 0 in Figure 1, and the spatial location of the radiative element, designated by n[.
Thus, in order to achieve a desired steering direction, the signal must be delayed an
amount of time that is specific to each element.
The mechanism by which the beam is steered can be seen by first considering the
output field resulting from the emissions of an array of synchronized point sources. Each
point source represents an idealized radiating element in the antenna array.
Phase Front
Phase Front
Planar
Wavefiront
Direction of
Propagation
IndividualRadiating
Element
Figure 2. The resulting output field from an array of synchronized point sources. Spherical wavefronts of
equal phase are shown emerging from each point source in the array. It is evident that the superposition of
the spherical wavefronts from each source contribute to the generation of a planar wavefront propagating
normal to the array.
By considering the linear array of radiating antenna elements as an array of point
sources, the output field of the antenna array may be explored. As in Figure 2, the
resulting output field from the antenna generated by a linear array of synchronized
oscillators will appear to be a planer wave in the far field.
This statement has been supported using a MathCad simulation to determine the
behavior of such a field. In the MathCad simulation, the output field has been generated
4
by summing the spherical fields generated by 1 1 point sources, symmetrically distributed
about the 0 point of the x axis and with a separation distance between adjacent elements
of one half a wavelength. The figure below represents a contour plot of the resulting
output field.
300-
+00
300
200-
100-
M
Figure 3. Contour plot of the field resulting from the superposition of 1 1 point sources, located along the
lower axis of the plot and centered about the "zero" point. The separation used between adjacent elements
was one-half the wavelength of the carrier wave. Note that the resulting field appears to be quite planar,
propagating normal array orientation.
From MathCad result shown in Figure 3, it is apparent that the resulting output
field distribution displays planer wavefronts characteristics in the "forward looking"
region, directly in front of the array.
Derivation ofRequired Time Delay for Achieving Steering
Angle
As has been already stated, in order to steer the resulting beam a time delay in the
signal between adjacent elements must be introduced. Since, in this example, the signal
emitted from the common source is a sinusoid of a single frequency, time delay can also
be realized as a phase delay. Since total phase delay is being considered it can be directly
used in the quantification of a time delay.
The expression for the required total phase delay in terms of the steer angle can be
derived by considering Figure 4:
Direction ofPropagation
PlanarWavefiront
Wave Fronts contributing
to Planar Wavefiront
Figure 4. The geometry of the situation leading to the derivation of the amount of required phase delay
between adjacent antenna elements in order to achieve desired steering angle of the antenna output beam.
In the figure, As represents the difference in perpendicular distances from the wavefront to adjacent point
sources and 0 is steering angle of the beam with respect to the array normal.
By taking a
"snapshot" in time of the wavefronts that contribute to a planar
wavefront, an expression can be derived for the progressive phase delay in terms of the
steering angle. From Figure 4:
sin0 =
As As
Element Spacing X
2
As =
A,sin0
(1)
(2)
The progressive phase delay, O(0), will be given as:
,/nN , . 2% XsinQ . .(Q) = kAs = - = 7usin0
X 2
(3)
where k is the wave number, -y-.
From this derivation it can be seen that in order to steer the beam at angle 0 with
respect to the array normal, the signal radiated by a particular element should possess a
phase delay of +/-O(0) compared to the elements adjacent to it. The +/- factor reflects
the not knowing if the adjacent element is on the "right" or "left" of the element in
question. In order to illustrate the point, several MathCad beam steering simulations have
been carried out for various steer angles. In all cases, the antenna is a linear array of 1 1
elements arranged along the x axis, centered about the origin.
Phase Fronts ofOutput Field
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Figure 5. A contour plot of the output field distribution for a steer angle of 15 with respect to the normal
to the linear antenna array.
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Figure 6. A contour plot of the output field distribution for a steer angle of45 with respect to the normal
to the linear antenna array.
Noting that time and phase are linearly related at a signal frequency, the required
time delay, tj, maybe expressed in terms of the phase delay:
_
<E>(0)
_
7tA,osin0
_
X,osin0
(4)
coo 27T.V 2v
Thus, the proper directional orientation of the output beam of a phased array
antenna maybe achieved by generating the proper time delays for each element, based
upon the desired steering angle.
Phase Shifting versus True Time Delay Beam Steering
As stated in the Introduction, some phased array antenna schemes make use of a
fixed phase delay system to control the direction of the output beam. However, for
broadband signals such a directional controller will result in the pointing error known as
squint. Squint results from different frequency components of the transmitted signal
pointing in different directions. The origin of this pointing error can be seen by
generalizing the derivation of the beam steering angle, 0, presented earlier to multiple
wavelengths. Recalling from equation 1 that:
A?
sin 0 = (5)
Element Spacing
For the transmission of a broadband signal, it is no longer possible to specify the
spacing of the radiating elements in terms of the transmission wavelength, as was done in
the earlier derivation. Therefore, let the spacing between adjacent elements be fixed at a
value of d. The phase delay required to steer a frequency component of the output beam
will be given by:
<p = dsind (6)
X
For a fixed phase system, O will remain a constant value for all frequencies
(wavelengths). Since all values are constrained in equation except for the beam pointing
angle, the beam pointing angle will become a function of wavelength, resulting in the
specification of a different beam direction for each frequency in the driving signal. This
phenomena is known as squint. This situation is shown in Figure 7.
"high
Figure 7. The effect of using a phase shifting scheme to generate the output field of a phased array antenna.
Different frequency components will result in different beam steering angles. This pointing error is termed
squint.
On the other hand, it can be seen that by using a TTD scheme to steer the output
beam direction, that the effects of squint can be eliminated. This can be seen by deriving
the required time delay for a given steering angle from equation 6:
$ 2ic . . A rf . n
td = = -dsm0 = sm0 (7)
co A v
where d is the separation distance between elements in the array and v is the velocity of
the output beam radiation. From this relationship it is clear that the steering angle is now
independent of the signal frequency. Thus the effects of squint are removed from the
antenna output.
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III. Special Components Used in the Integrated System
Design
Operation of the Acousto-Optic Cell in BraggMode
The Bragg, or Acousto-Optic, cell is the heart of the integrated optical system,
providing a bridge between electrical and optical signals. By utilizing an Acousto-Optic
cell, in the Bragg mode, it is possible to deflect (steer) an incident beam proportionally to
the acoustic frequency propagating through the cell as well as place the RF frequencies on
an optical carrier.
The mechanism by which the Bragg cell accomplishes these tasks can be derived
by adopting a geometrical optics point of view of the cell's operation. In this simplistic
method of analysis, the acousto-optic cell may be looked at as a piece of material, the
transducer, into which an acoustic wave is introduced by the use of a piezo-electric
material, as shown in the figure below:
+xaxis
V
v
Piezo-Electric
1 Material
\
TapperedEnd
to foil
back-reflections
Figure 8. An acoustic wave propagating in the transducer of the acoutso-optic cell.
Direction of
Acoustic
Wave
Propagation
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Derivation of the ExpectedAcoutso-Optic Cell Output: Amplitude
Modulation
The acoustic wave traveling in the transducer is given by the expression6:
s(x,t) = S0cos(qx-L~lt) (8)
2tc
where Q. = 2nf is the angular frequency of the signal and q = is the wave number. In
A
this case, the acoustic wave is propagating down (+x direction) the cell. The acoustic
wave traveling in the transducer establishes localized changes in the index of refraction of
the transducer proportional to amplitude of the acoustic wave. Under these conditions,
the index of refraction in the transducer may be written as a function of spatial
coordinates in the transducer and time7:
n(x,t) = n-An0cos(qx-L~lt) (9)
In order to simplify the determination of the interaction of light with the time-
varying sinusoidal index grating, it is observed that the optical frequency is much greater
than the acoustic frequency. Under this condition, the periodic index structure will
appear to be almost stationary with respect to the light during the interaction8. Thus, the
index of refraction of the transducer may be described as:
n(x,t) = n-An0cos(qx-0) (10)
where O is the phase shift in the sinusoidal structure caused by taking a "snap
shot"
of the structure at a particular point in time.
Next, consider illuminating the transducer with a plane wave that makes an angle
of 0 with respect to the acoustic wavefronts, as shown in Figure 9.
6B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991)
Chap. 20
7B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991)
Chap. 20
8B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 803
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+ xaxis
-172
L sinfl L sinfl
Figure 9. Reflections of a beam of light off of a structure possessing a periodic index of refraction.
From a prior knowledge, the beam reflected off of the periodic structure is the
beam desired for analysis. It is assumed that the incident wave is partially reflected by
each period in the transducer, due to the changing refractive index in the transducer, and
that the reflectance does not significantly reduce the amplitude of the transmitted light9.
If Ar = dr/ a* is the incremental reflectance at a point x on the transducer, then
the total reflectance over a distance L is given by integrating the infinitesimal reflectance
over the illuminated portion of the transducer:
ci/2 ., a dr
r=\ ej2kxsme^-dx (11)J"^2 OX
where a phase factor, exp[y2fcsin0], has been introduced in order to account for the
difference in phase across the beam with respect to the x = 0 point. An expression for
dy, may be found by considering dy. = dry dry
The expression for dry may be obtained by examining the expressions for the
reflectance in the transducer when the light incident is either in the TE or TM mode.
9B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 803
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TM Case
In general, the expression for the Fresnel reflection coefficient, describing the
portion of the incident electric field reflected off a boundary interface, is given by:
_ ,^2cos01-n1cos02
HjCOsOj+^COSOj
where the definitions of the quantities are shown in the figure below:
(12)
IncidentRay
Surface Normal ReflectedRay
Boundry
Refracted Ray
Figure 10. The angular definitions required in the analysis of the Fresnel coefficients for the TE and TM
cases.
When applying the formula to determine the reflectance from a period index
structure, the following values must be adopted: ni = n + An, n2 = n, Q\ = 7T./2 0, and
Snell's Law is required for the determination of 02- The origin of these values is obvious
by reviewing the situation. Upon substituting into the TM Fresnel reflection coefficient
expression, equation 13 results.
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n-sin(9)-(n+-An)- |l
(th- An)
(n + An)sin(9)-hn- \l -
(n-t-An)2
J (13)
An expression for the incremental change in r in terms of a small change in n may
be found by writing the Fresnel coefficient as a Taylor series expansion, about 0, in terms
ofAn and extracting terms on the order ofAn. Thus, an approximation for Ar is given by;
Ar =
dr
dAn
An (14)
An=0
Upon substituting:
Ar =L
(sinOJ-A/l-cosO)2) 1
-cos(9)2|
/
-cos(e)2-Vi--cos(9)2- sin (9) +
\sin(e)-t-Vl-cos(9)2)
n-sin(9)-t-n"\/l- cos (9)
(15)
An
Simplifying the expression utilizing trigonometric identities:
Ar:-
1 /m2
/m (sin(0)-sin(9)) / . ... 1 ...2
-cos (9) - sin(6)- -- sm(9)n cos(0)
sin(0) (sin(9)-i-sin(0)) sin(9)
(n-sin(9)-fn-sin(9))
An
(16)
Further simplification:
.._ sin(9)Ar . An
2-n-sin(9) (17)
Resulting in a final expression for the infinitesimal reflection in the TM case:
(18)Ar = An
2sinz0
TECase
In the case of the TE case, the Fresnel reflection coefficient is given by:
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_ 1cos01-n2cos02 (19)
HjCOsO^/^COSOj
Upon substituting in the values mentioned previously in the evaluation of the TM
case:
rx
=
(n-i-An)sin(9)-n- \l -
(n-i-An)
(n-i- An)-sin(9)-t-n- 1- -
(20)(n-h An)
Extracting terms of the first order of An from the Taylor series expansion of rx
about the origin:
dr
Ar =
dAn
An (21)
An=0
This leads to the expression:
sin (9)
Ar: =
1 ...2 \sin(0)-Vl-cos(9)
'
, , . ...
cos ( 9) -- '~ sin(9) +
l-cos(9) sin(9)-i-A/l-cos(9) l-cos(9)
cos (9)
/
n-sin(9) + n-^/l - cos (9)
(22)
An
The expression simplifies to:
Ar._l>os(9)2-sin(9)2) Ar
2 (-n-sin(0)2) (23)
The expression yields a final result for the infinitesimal reflection in the TE case:
(24)
-cos20 .
Ar = An
2sin20
By utilizing the small angle approximation, cos20 = l, it can be seen that the
resulting approximation formulas from the TE and TM reflection cases possess the same
form:
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Ar = An
2wsin 0
(25)
Returning to the expression required for the integration, the expression for dry 7
must be determined. By using the expression for the infinitesimal reflectance as a
function of infinitesimal index changes, an expression for dry may be derived:
dr dr dn -1 d
dx dn dx 2nsin20c&c
dr -1
(n - An0 cos(qx - O))
dx 2m sin2 0
By applying the identity that sin(;c) =
reflectance from the Bragg cell becomes:
(26) ,
qAn0sm(qx-<&) (27)
the integral for the total
eJX-e~JX
V
1 , v* fi/2
=jreJ
?
J J-L/2
j(2ksin6-q)xdx
1
, -/>
(LU
jr e J <
0 J J-L/2
J{7ksia&+q)xdx
Solving for the first integral:
(28)
2"
i ,
T
J eJ(2ksin6-q)x
dx =
2 j(2k%ixi-q)
2
2
(29)
1 ;<j>
r= jr eJ
a 2J
j(2ksmB-q)^ -j(2ksind-q)^
e
2
-e
2
j(2ksinQ-q)
=
jreJ*
sin((2sin0-#))
(2ksinQ-q)
(30)
ra=jre
j*
sin(7t(2sin0-g) )
2tt
2 L
7r,(2sin0-#)
L 2k
(31)
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ra =
yr'e*
-sinc[(2Jfc sine - q)] (32)
2 2k
where sinc(x) = sin()/ .v ' /tut
Therefore, evaluation of the entire reflectance integral leads to:
r = yrV<I,-smc[(2A:sin0-gr)]- jre'^ -smc[(2ksmQ+q)] (33)
2 2k 2 2k
Significance of the BraggAngle
Since the maximum of the sine function occurs when the argument of the sine
function is zero, the resulting expression for the total reflectance will be at a maximum
when either 2sin0 = q or 2sin0 = -q. Under the condition when 2sin0 = q, the first
term of the expression dominates. This represents the "up shifted" case and corresponds
to the operating mode of the Bragg cell used in the optical system operation. An explicit
statement of the Bragg condition is given below:
sin0s=^ (34)2A
sin0B = ^ = Xfsisnal (35)
Derivation of the ExpectedAcoutso-Optic Cell Output: Frequency
Modulation
Another important result that can be seen from the reflectance term occurs when
the temporal dependence of the reflectance is reintroduced by letting O > L~lt :
r = Lsinc[(q- 2ksinQ)]ejni (36)
2 2k
Consider a plane wave incident on the Bragg cell at the Bragg angle. The output
electric field is given by the expression:
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E0Ul=rEin (37)
Suppressing the spatial dependence of the input electric field, the output electric
field displays a jcot time dependence:
EoutocreJ(ap,"f (38)
Substituting in for the reflectance expression:
Eout oc-jr'Lsmc[(q-2ksmQ)]eja,ejm^ (39)
2 2k
Again, suppressing the non-temporal related terms found in the expression:
0,~ey("+<W'
(40)
From this result, it is apparent that the output field will be frequency shifted from
the input field by the value of the acoustic frequency found in the transducer of the Bragg
cell. Thus, if a plane wave is introduced into the Bragg cell at the Bragg angle (for
maximum reflected output from the cell,) the acoustic signal traveling in the transducer
will be placed upon an optical carrier. The resulting frequency of the output field is given
by:
(0TOr=Q+ (i)opllcal (41)
Recovery ofAcoustic Signal: Optical Heterodyning
By the process of optical heterodyne detection, an RF signal that has been placed
on an optical carrier is recovered by "beating down" the optical carrier with a non-
frequency shifted reference beam. The process of signal recovery can be examined by
considering the interference of the two beams at an optical square-law detector.
The signal beam can be characterized as a plane wave of amplitude As, optical
frequency co0, and an RF frequency (ORp. Therefore, the signal wave will possess the
form:
,(0 = As exp[y(a>0 +co^ )t + j<DJ (42)
Os represents a relative phase shift between the signal and the local oscillator
beam.
The reference, or local oscillator, wave will also be a plane wave. However it will
only exhibit the frequency of the optical carrier:
LO(t) = ALOexp[jG>0t] (43)
Since both beams are coherent, the resulting intensity at the detector will be the
square of the magnitude of the sum of the waveforms:
^(OH^O +^otOf (44)
which may be written as:
Id* =%% +*A +^'lo +%*u> (45)
By employing the well known trigonometric identity:
eje+e'fi
cos0= (46)
2
the form of the intensity at the detector is found to be:
IDel =|^r+|Aor + 2A/|^|2|^o|2cos(((0o+(0^)/-{Do(' + <&s) (47)
Upon simplifying, the resulting form is shown below,
IDe, (0 = IS + ho +^hho cos(co^r +Os ) (48)
which indicates that the intensity pattern incident on the detector will vary in time at a
rate equal to the RF frequency placed on the signal beam, with a phase delay equal to the
phase delay present in the signal beam. Since the electrical signal will be proportional to
the intensity incident on the square-law detector, the RF signal will be recovered.
A typical optical setup used in the placement and extraction of an RF signal on an
optical beam is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. A block diagram of a typical scheme used in heterodyne detection.
Electrical
Signal
Various means may be used to place the RF signal on an optical carrier.
However, in the case of the optical system only a Bragg will be considered. Also, the
presence of an optical phase shifter, in the case of the integrated system, is rather
complex and will be discussed later.
The Connection Between Heterodyne Systems and Phased Arrav Antennas
From the classic heterodyne optical system, one can see a possible application of
technique to phased array antennas. If each radiating element of the antenna were to be
attached to an separate heterodyning system, the RF signal to be broadcast could be
placed upon the signal beam (utilizing the optical frequency shifter) and then phase
shifted the amount needed in order to steer the beam in a particular direction. Some of
the problems that exist with such a configuration is the amount of space required for
configuration and the high price of the components required. The integrated system is a
novel way of realizing multiple heterodyning systems, possessing a high packing density
of the delay lines that is not present in the multiple system case.
Dependence ofOutputAngle on Acoustic Frequency
Upon varying the frequency of the acoustic wave in the cell, the deflection angle
of the output beam will vary proportionally. This can be seen by applying the small angle
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approximation to the Bragg equation and differentiating the output angle, 0, with respect
to the signal frequency, fsjg.
^~V signalA0 = -
2nBraggVS
(49)
Operation of the Binary Optic Device
In general, a binary optic is an optical component on which a surface relief pattern
has been etched that will result in phase shifts of the incident beam by values of 0 or -K.
The surface relief pattern is governed by the input and desired output field pair. The
binary optic device used in the integrated system has been designed to break an incident
plane wave into 25 equal intensity diverging plane waves, each beam will represent an
individual delay line. In order to confirm the operation of the binary optic, the phase
function of the surface was entered into a MATLAB program and the magnitude squared
of the Fourier transform of the transmission function was found. The is analogous
examining the far field intensity pattern that results when a plane wave is incident on the
Binary Optic. A mesh and contour plot of the resulting intensity pattern are shown
below.
|2-D FFT|A2 of binary optic transmission function
Figure 12. The resulting intensity profile of the Binary optic upon being illuminated with a uniform plane
wave.
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Figure 13. A contour plot of the resulting intensity pattern with the Binary optic is illuminates with a
uniform plane wave. Note the 25 distinct orders.
Introduction to the DeformableMirror Device (DMD)
The deformable mirror device is a two-dimensional array of electronically
controlled mirrors. Each mirror may be addressed, controlling the X and Y tilt angle of
the mirrored surface. Using state-of-the-art technology, it is possible to generate device
possess over one million mirror segments in an area of one square centimeter, with an
active (reflecting) area greater than 70% of the surface10.
10 L. Hornbeck, "Deformable-Mirror Spatial Light
Modulators," Proceedings of SPIE, Vol. 1 150- 1206.
August 1989
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IV. Single Photonic Delay Line Concept
Generation of a True Time Delay (TTD)
The time delays required for the operation of the phased array antenna are
obtained by actively selecting, or tapping, points on a Bragg cell illuminated by a
collimated beam. The source of the time delays can be seen with the aid of the diagram
shown below:
+ xaxis
Maximum positive A
time delay point
Incident
Beam
*
"Zero" time delay point
RayA ssociatedwith
MaximumDrive Frequency
RayA ssociatedwith
MinimumDrive Frequency
x = xr
Time delay
with respect to x= 0
Maximum negitive
time delay point
Figure 14. The Bragg cell, indicating the region from which time delays can be selected and a ray fan
associated with a particular time delay. The illuminated portion of the Bragg cell defines the region from
which time delays can be tapped.
In this case, the Bragg cell is illuminated by a beam of diameter d and is driven by
the desired output signal of the antenna. The availability of signal delays results from the
finite time it takes the RF signal to propagate through the AO Cell across the beam
diameter. The total theoretical time delay available is given the length of the cell
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illuminated by the source divided by the velocity of sound traveling in the transducer
medium or:
D
. co!ei=_D^vs vscos0fl
In order to maintain some symmetry in the optical system, the
"zero"
time delay
point was chosen to be the center of the incident illumination. Therefore, the possible
time delays fall in the range of:
^S,S+ (51)
2vscos0B 2vscos0B
A particular time delay value of the signal may be chosen by
"tapping"
the output
face of the Bragg cell. Tapping the cell may be interpreted as selecting out an
infinitesimally small area (equivalent to a delta function) from the illuminated portion of
the Bragg cell. By tapping the cell at a particular point, the resulting light leaving the cell
from that point will serve as a carrier, carrying the signal frequency as well as the selected
time delay. In Figure 14, the Bragg cell is being tapped at a point a distance of x0 from
the center (x = 0) of the incident beam. Thus, the signal placed on Bragg cell tap at x=x0
will be advanced from the signal placed on a beam tapped at x = 0 by a value of
td =+-e-seconds (52)
vs
As the signal propagating through the Bragg cell varies, the output beam from the
AO cell will be deflected accordingly. The highest and lowest frequencies serve to define
a ray fan that will be associated with a particular time delay for all RF signal frequencies
(as shown in the above figure.)
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General Optical System for Tapping the Photonic Delay Line
From the previous section, it is known that each particular time delay for all
signals can be looked at as tapping particular points of the Bragg cell. However, the
problem of selecting a particular ray fan (time delay) for the purposes of beating down to
recover the time delayed signal must be examined.
A novel optical architecture has been proposed by Zmuda and Toughlian in order
to select particular ray fans (time delays) in order to recover the delayed signal11. A
simplified version (a driver for only one element of the antenna) of the heterodyning
system is shown below:
Splitter
Tiltable Mirror
Bragg Cell
Positive Lens
Figure 15. Architecture of a single photonic delay, as proposed by Zmuda and Toughlian.
In the above system, the ray fans are transformed into planer waves by the use of a
positive lens that is placed such that its focal length is located at the center of the Bragg
cell. Thus, the positive lens serves to collimate the fans. Once the fans are collimated,
each time delay is associated with a particular plane wave of a unique spatial frequency.
nH.Zmuda and E. Toughlian, "Adaptive Microwave Signal Processing: A Photonic
Solution," Microwave
Journal, Vol. 35, No.2 Feb 1992, pp 62
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In order to select a particular plane wave (time delay,) a tiltable mirror is introduced into
the system. By controlling the tilt angle of the mirror different points on the Bragg cell
may be tapped as shown above in Figure 15. Thus, by adjusting the angle of the mirror, a
particular location on the AO cell is selected, corresponding the to the selection of a
particular time delay for all signals. The selected plane wave is then interfered with the
local oscillator of the heterodyning system. In this system, the time delay becomes a
function of the tilt angle of the mirror and the focal length of the positive lens used. The
appropriate mirror tilt angle associated with selecting a particular time delay is given by
the formula12, assuming that the tilt angle of the Bragg cell is negligible:
0m=|tan-l^ (53)
This formula is derived from the geometry of the system and considering the
reversibility of light. Consider tracing a plane wave back through the system, traveling
normal to the face of the detector. Such a plane wave is associated with the desired time
delay. Upon tracing the plane wave back through the signal portion in the system, it will
be brought to a focus at some point on the Bragg cell, as shown in Figure 16. The point
selected on the Bragg cell corresponds to the desired time delay extraction point.
-X
TiltableMirror
BraggCell
Positive Lens
Figure 16. Geometry for the derivation of required mirror tilt angle in terms of the desired TTD.
12H.Zmuda and E. Toughlian, "Adaptive Microwave Signal Processing: A Photonic Solution," Microwave
Journal, Vol. 35, No.2 Feb 1992, pp 62
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In order to cause the signal beam to become parallel with the optical axis, the
mirror must be tilted at an angle of 20. This is due to the law of reflectivity, 0r = 0'r-
From the diagram, it is obvious that the following relationship exists:
tan0 =^
F
(54)
If the center of the cell is assumed to be the zero delay reference point, then the
time delay associated with x0 is simply the value of x0 divided by the velocity of the
signal propagating in the transducer, or:
(55)tan0 =^iL
F
where tj is the true time delay of the signal. Recalling that the mirror tilt angle should be
twice the value of 0, or 20 = 0m, yields the result shown previously for mirror tilt angle
required to achieve a certain delay:
0
m
2
fv t \VS ld
F J
(56)
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V. Design of the Integrated Photonic Delay Line System
The Significance ofRay Fans and Delay Lines for System
Design
As stated in the previous section, ray fans are generated in the system by
considering a fixed point on the Bragg cell and varying the driving frequency of the cell
between the highest and lowest RF values in the signal. The highest frequency will result
in the largest positive deflection of the beam from the Bragg angle, thus it will define the
upper limit of the ray fan as it exits the Bragg cell. The lowest frequency will result in the
greatest negative deflection of the beam from the Bragg angle, thus defining the low limit
of the ray fan as it exits the Bragg cell. Since a ray fan is associated with a fixed point
on the Bragg cell, it is associated with a specific TTD for all RF frequencies.
A photonic delay line, or simply delay line for short, is the superposition of the all
possible ray fans along the illuminated region of the Bragg cell. Therefore, a delay line is
composed of all possible delay values. A particular delay value is selected by probing the
delay line to select out a particular ray fan associated with a particular TTD. The purpose
of the optics of the integrated system, and the simple system shown previously, is to
create a situation in which the individual rays fans are caused to converge in a manner in
which the delay line may be manipulated to extract a particular TTD value. In both the
integrated and the simple photonic delay line system all ray fans converge upon a
deformable mirror device, which can select a particular ray fan (TTD) for heterodyne
detection (conversion of the optical signal to the desired delayed electrical signal) from
the delay line by tilting its reflecting surface.
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Underlying Values Used for Designing
Before describing how the system is designed, it is important to present some of
the factors that will be considered throughout the design. The importance of these values
will become apparent in the system design.
The laser source used in the system is an IR source, operating at 1319nm, which
has an output beam diameter of 0.6mm.
Unless otherwise stated, all glass components used in the system are fabricated
from BK7. At the particular wavelength of the laser to be used in the system, the
refractive index ofBK7 is 1.50348. The refractive index of air is considered to be 1.0.
The central RF operating frequency of the Bragg cell is 1.3*109 Hz. The
bandwidth of the system is 0.2* 10^ Hz, resulting in the highest driving frequency being
1.4* 10^ Hz and the lowest driving frequency 1.2* 10^ Hz.
The index of refraction of the Bragg cell is 3.34. The distance that the active
region of the cell occupies along the optical axis of the system is 5 mm. The velocity of
sound propagating in the Bragg cell 5125 m/s. From these parameters, the Bragg angle
may be determined:
(l319*10-9m)(l.3*10V)
sin0B =- ^ ^; - = 0.1672878 (57)B {2)5\25mls
0B =9.63016= 0.16808 rad (58)
The angular spread of a ray fan may be calculated from the bandwidth of the
system. The angular difference between the an extreme RF frequency and the central RF
frequency is given by:
A0 =^ =1^^(O.1*1OV) (59)
"sound 5125%
A0 = O.O257366rad (60)
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Simll: Computer Simulation and Design Tool
In this section, the name Simll will be mentioned several times in the
determination of component specifications. Simll is a program, written by the author, in
order to carry out a real ray tracing analysis of the integrated system, as well as other
optical systems. By using Simll information concerning the relative displacement of rays
at particular planes in the surface, i.e. a geometrical estimation of beam diameters, and
difference in optical ray slopes after surfaces, i.e. a measurement of the collimation of a
beam, the performance of the optical system being designed can be evaluated. Simll has
also has the capability to optimize optical component parameters, i.e. the thickness of a
component, until the difference in slopes after a user designated surface falls within a
given tolerance. Such an optimization is quite useful, removing from the user the need to
closely calculate component parameters to achieve well collimated beams. Since the
optimization is accomplished using real ray tracing, the error introduced from applying
paraxial methods for the calculation has been minimized.
Integrated System Overview
The design of the integrated system is an extension of the single photonic delay
line system shown earlier. The extension to the system is done in order to increase the
number of optical delay lines available and insure that each new individual optical delay
line is a reproduction of the single delay line associated with the
"simple"
system. The
insertion of extra optics between the output of the front end of the system and the DMD is
required in order to accomplish the replication of the delay line. Once the delay line has
been replicated, additional optics are further required to shape the individual delay lines.
The integrated optical system may be looked at as being composed of four major
portions. The primary functions of the first portion of the integrated system, or the "front
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end," is to place the RF signal onto an optical carrier via an acousto-optic cell, to break
the input beam into reference and local oscillator beams, and to recombine the beams
after the RF signal has been place on the optical carrier for later heterodyne detection.
The output of this portion of the system contains the information required for the
generation a single delay line.
The second portion of the system is used to generate the required number of delay
lines needed to feed the antenna elements. This is accomplished by breaking the signal
and reference beam into 25 identical beams by the use of a binary optic. The delay lines
are then feed into an optical system which collimates the individual delay lines with
respect to one another. Coming out of this portion of the system are replicated versions
of the front end output, each beam possess the information required in the delay line.
However, due to the optics required for the collimation of the delay lines with respect to
one another, each individual delay line is brought to a focus.
The third portion of the system is designed to collimate the individual delay line
beams, which have been brought to a focus by the overall delay line collimator. After this
portion of the system, the single delay output from the system front end has been replaced
25 times.
The fourth portion of the system is designed to extract the proper TTD for each
element in the antenna by tapping various locations on the AO cell through the use of a
deformable mirror device (DMD.) This is exactly analogous to the function of the DMD
in the single photonic delay line system, except that the DMD now represents a two
dimensional array of deformable mirrors, one for each delay line to be utilized. Since
each mirror is independently accessible, each delay line is capable of providing a TTD
independent ofTTDs tapped by other deformable mirrors.
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General Design of the Integrated System
The design concepts and an analysis of the overall functionality of the system may
be introduced by considering the entire integrated system. In order to present the
functional portion of the system in relatively straight forward manner, complex lens
systems have been replaced by simple lens with equivalent effective focal lengths. Ray
diagrams of the integrated system are shown in Figures 17 and 1813. In Figure 17, ray
fans are traced through the system, representing the
"zero"
reference TTD (indicated by
the ray fan centered about the optical axis) and the maximum possible positive TTD.
These fans represent a portion of the delay line, as defined by driving the Bragg cell at all
possible frequencies in the operating range.
"^
Figure 17. The integrated system, represented by grouping some lensing system into simple positive lenses.
In this figure, the ray fans associated with the zero TTD reference point and the maximum TTD point have
been traced through the system. The optical axis of the signal beam portion of the system is represented by
a dashed line. The ray fans represent only a portion of the total delay line but are sufficient for the design of
the integrated system.
Note: The local oscillator has .been appears in a more classical sense, in that it is recombined with
the signal beam at the detector instead of traveling with the signal beam over the majority of the system.
This is done in order to minimize the cluttering of the diagram, since no more useful information will be
introduced by it's
"co-presence"
with the signal beam. In actuality, the reference beam is recombined with
the signal beam at the beam splitter immediately before LI.
13 Figure used with the permission ofCaptain Ed Toughlian
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In Figure 18, all time delays are traced through the system for the central drive
frequency of the Bragg cell. This represents an entire delay line associated with a fixed
Bragg cell driving frequency. It is important to consider the behavior of both the
individual ray fans and the total time delay in order to present a full picture of the
operation of the integrated system. This usefulness will become apparent as the
discussion of the system develops.
RFIn
Figure 18. The integrated system, again complex portions of the system have been represented by simple
lenses. In this case, a delay line has been traced through the system when the Bragg cell driving frequency
is fixed at the central frequency. The entire illuminated portion of the Bragg cell (i.e. all possible time
delays) is considered in defining the rays traced through the system, representing an entire delay line.
Note: The Bragg angle of the cell has been neglected with respect to the output of the Bragg cell
in order to simplify the presentation of the information. In the actual system, the optical axis will be along
the Bragg angle and the components will be aligned accordingly.
The purpose of LI is to collimate the: ray fans in anticipation of being able to
select out a particular TTD by the use of a deformable mirror, just as in the construction
of the single photonic delay line shown previously. In order to collimate the ray fans, the
focal point of the lens should be at the center of the Bragg cell, the source of the ray fans.
To provide system symmetry about the optical axis, it has been selected that the on-axis
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focal point of the lens be positioned at the zero TTD reference point. The collimating
effect ofLI on the ray fans can be seen in Figure 17.
While the problem generating a single delay lane has been addressed, the problem
of replicating the delay line for the ultimate feeding the multiple antenna elements
remains. The generation of the multiple delay lines is accomplished by the use of the
binary optic, labeled BO in Figures 17 and 18. As has been stated several times before,
the binary optic will diffract the incident beam into 25 identical orders, all diverging from
the binary optic. Each contains the information required for a complete delay line.
However, since the multiple delay lines have been created by the use of a diffractive
optic, the delay lines will be diverging. In order to prevent the further divergence of the
diffractive orders (and control the spacing of the delay lines,) the lens L2 has been placed
in the system. In order to prevent the figures from becoming too cluttered, only the
central order to the binary optic output is considered.
L2 collimates the delay lines with respect to one another. Since the diffractive
orders are diverging from the center of the binary optic, L2 should be positioned such that
the focal point of the lens lies at the center of the binary optic. After the delay lines leave
L2, the individual delay lines will be traveling parallel to one another. This does not,
however, indicate the collimation the individual delay lines. In fact, the introduction of
L2 causes each delay line to come to a focus. This can be seen from Figure 17, where L2
causes the focusing of the ray fans. Since all ray fans will be brought to a focus, the
entire delay line will be focused at some point, as shown in Figure 18. Since the ray fans
incident on the binary optic are collimated, refraction due to L2 will cause the ray fans to
come to a focus at a distance equal to the focal length of L2,
"behind"
the lens L2.
The individual delay lines are collimated by the insertion of L3 into the system.
L3 is represented in the figures as a lens possessing a large clear aperture, but in actuality
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there exists one L3 for each delay line. Since only one delay line is being considered,
only one L3 has been included. Since L3 is used to collimate the ray fans, it should be
placed a focal length away from the position where the fans are focused.
At this point, the optics of the system have generated the multiple delay lines and
conditioned each delay line to appear as the original single delay line would as it exited
LI. By placing a deformable mirror at the position where the collimated ray fans of each
7
TTD delay converge, the focus of the delay line in Figure 18, it is possible to use each
delay line as an independent tap of the Bragg cell output. Hence, it is possible to feed
each element of the antenna array with a separate photonic delay line, originating from a
single Bragg cell.
A Closer Look at the Integrated System Front EndDesign
In order to provide a meaningful means by which to discuss the components of the
system, all elements have been given a designation. Since at this particular time the front
end of the system is under discussion, the entire front end of the system, and the
corresponding component names, are shown in Figure 19.
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CL2
Spacerl
Spacer2
BS1
Wedgel BraggCell
Figure 19. The entire front end of the system, presented with names corresponding to the components and
spacings found in the system in order to aid in the discussion of the front end design and specifications.
Note: CL1 is a cylindrical lens. When viewed from the side, as is the case here, it will appear as a block of
glass. AH other lenses in this figure are spherical. Gapl and Gap2 represent an air gap between the
transducer of the Bragg cell and the nearest optical surface. The gaps represent space taken up in the
system by the housing of the transducer and are not necessarily physical gaps between the components.
Some gap has been left to allow for some play in the positioning of the Bragg cell, however the majority of
Gapl and Gap2 is the housing for the Bragg cell's transducer.
As stated previously, the front end of the system places the RF signal on to an
optical carrier via an AO cell as well as breaking away the local oscillator and then
recombining it. The realization of these requirements is quite apparent from the
configuration of the front end. The RF signal is placed upon the signal beam via the
Bragg cell located in the "lower" portion of the system. Beam splitting and
recombination is accomplished by a pair of beam splitters found at opposite ends of the
system. The beam is separated into the signal and local oscillator beams by the beam
splitter designated BS1 and then later recombined as the beams prepare to exit the system
front end by beam splitter BS2.
The most important factor to consider in the alignment of the "lower'' portion of
the front end is the requirement that, in order for the acousto-optic cell to function in the
Bragg mode, the beam must enter the cell at the Bragg angle and will also exit the cell at
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the Bragg angle if the cell is driven at it's central RF frequency. However, before the
alignment and specifications of the pieces in the signal branch of the system can be
completed, the desired behavior of the signal beam portion of the system, as seen from a
top view (as opposed to a side view which has been studied until now,) must be
examined.
In general, a Bragg cell is constructed such that the active area of the cell (the
transducer) is narrow with respect to the length of the cell. Referring to Figure 19, the
narrow dimension of the Bragg cell will be perpendicular to the plane of the diagram.
Therefore, in order to utilize the cell to it's fullest extent, the signal beam of the system
should be conditioned such that only the narrow active region of the cell is illuminated.
This situation is best shown in Figure 20, which represents a top view of the signal
branch of the system just before the Bragg cell. Here CL1 is used to focus the beam
down into the active region of the cell. Since the focusing of the beam is only required in
this dimension, CL1 is a cylindrical lens. When illuminated by a collimated beam, CL1
will bring the beam to a focus in the narrow dimension of the Bragg cell, with the focus
being located at the center of the Bragg cell.
Wedgel CL1
Figure 20. View of a section of the system front end from above. As seen in the figure, the active region of
the Bragg cell is quite small in this dimension, requiring the insertion of the cylindrical lens, CL1, which is
used to focus the beam down in the desired dimension. This significantly reduces the wasting of needed
optical power.
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Since the focused illumination of the Bragg cell should be along it's entire length,
the focusing surface of the lens should be parallel to the face of the Bragg cell. This
requirement is shown in Figure 21, in which the face of CL1 is made to lie parallel to the
face of the Bragg cell by the introduction ofWedgel into the system.
CL1 (Side View)
BS1 Wedgel Bragg
cm
Figure 2 1 . Side on view of the first portion of the system front end. The first few components of the signal
branch of the front end of the integrated system. The beam splitter is used to break off the reference beam
into the upper portion of the front end. The wedge is used to adjust the beam so that it enters the Bragg cell
at the Bragg angle. The cylindrical lens, which appears as a block when viewed in this orientation, serves to
focus the beam onto the active area of the transducer.
The required wedge angle of Wedgel may be determined by the application of
Snell's Law and the requirement that the beam enter the cell at the Bragg angle. The
geometry of the configuration is shown in Figure 22, where 0g is the Bragg angle and 0W
is the required wedge angle.
\
r
W \
_
_ _
1
Bragg
Cell
Figure 22. A close-up of the system components and the geometry that must be considered in determining
the required wedge angle ofWedgel.
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From the figure it is obvious that the wedge angle can be found with an
application of Snell's Law at the air/glass boundary ofCL1:
nglasssmQw=nalrsinQB (61)
_c:-i^,>sm0B0, = sin
^ nglass J
(62)
Using the values outlined previously in this section, the wedge angle is found to
T
be:
0... =
( 1.0(0. 16745) ^
(63)
1.50348
0W = 0.1 1 149794 rad = 6.388361 (64)
Upon establishing the function of the first few components of the system, it is
now possible to assign values to the remaining components. Where possible, components
have been selected from "off the shelf stock components which are inexpensive (when
compared to custom fabricated pieces) and readily available. BS 1 and BS2 are polarizing
beam splitters, measuring 12.7mm on a side. Wedgel is 12.7mm in height, so that it
matches the size of the beam splitter, and 3mm thick at it's smallest dimension. CL1 was
chosen such that it's focal length focused into the center of the transducer while leaving
enough space between the transducer housing and surface of the lens for slight
manipulation of the Bragg cell. To provide ample space for the positioning of the Bragg
cell, Gapl was chosen to be a least 6mm. From this value, an estimate can be made of
the focal length of CL1 :
Transducer Thickness .,.,.
/=6mm + (65)
2nR
f. = 6mm +
2'5mm
= 6. 749 mm (66)J mm 'X ^A
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An "off the shelf lens was found which possesses a thickness of 5mm and has a
radius of curvature of 6.58749mm. Using the thin lens approximation, the focal length of
the lens CL1, at 1319nm, is:
, ROC 6.58749mm no-.Mfcu= - =- = 13.08392mm (67)
nBK1-\ 1.50348-1
which provides adequate room for the transducer housing and Bragg cell manipulation.
Upon fixing the focal length of CL1, the length of Gapl can be computed by
taking into account the focal length of the lens and that the focus of the lens must be at
the center of the transducer. The distance Gapl should be the focal length of CL1 minus
one half the apparent physical distance of the transducer:
, . Transducer Thickness , 2.5mm ,^N
Tcapi=fcLi z = 13.08392mm (68)
2>W 3-34
TGapi= 12.335413mm (69)
Recalling the design of the simple photonic delay line, the next components in the
system, following the Bragg cell, are designed to collimate the ray fan which emerges
from the center of the Bragg cell (the
"zero" TTD point) upon driving the cell through the
entire bandwidth of the RF signal. In the simple delay line scheme, only a positive lens
was required for the collimation, however in the integrated system it is desirable to have a
length of glass following the Bragg cell and cemented to the positive lens.
After the Bragg cell has deflected the beam, the beam then returns to glass. In
order to prevent undesirable effects from refraction in the dimension of the focus of the
cylindrical lens, CL1, the face of the glass surface after the Bragg cell should be parallel
to the face of the Bragg cell. This equivalent to flipping of the system about the Bragg
cell in the side view of the system. Since the face of the next portion of the system is to
be parallel to the Bragg cell face, it must all have a wedge angle associated with it equal
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to the wedge angle before the Bragg cell, since both portions of the system before and
after the Bragg cell are made of the same glass. The wedge angle ofWedge2 is equal to
that ofWedgel by mirroring the system about the Bragg cell. This is obvious from the
argument used to determine the angle ofWedgel.
As stated previously, the purpose ofLI is to collimate the ray fans from the Bragg
cell. The components used in the collimation of the ray fan are shown in the figure
below:
Bragg
Cell
Wedge2
Figure 23. The remaining components of the signal portion of the front end of the system, including the
Bragg cell. In this case, the lens serves to collimate the ray fan associated with the
"zero"
time delay point
in the Bragg cell. The ray fan is defined the driving the Bragg cell at the high and low ends of the expected
RF signal.
Recalling the design of the single photonic delay line, it is most important to focus
upon the ray fan associated with the zero TTD, as this will be symmetric about the optical
axis and, by being the
"zero"
reference point, should be a prominent factor in optimizing
the system specifications. In order to chose a lens for LI, the desired size of the
collimated zero TTD ray fan was constrained to a value of about 2mm. Since the angular
spread of the ray fan is known, then the focal length ofLI may be estimated, analogous to
all other collimation calculations:
Given: Angular Spread ofBragg cell Output A0 = 0.0257366rad
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^0)= DesiredSpot Radius gQ)
Jl\
fix = /
lmm
v
= 38.85mm (71)
tan(0.0257366rad)
It was decided that an "off the shelf lens of thickness 3.6mm and radius of
curvature of 18.67320mm would be used. Using the thin lens approximation, the focal
length of the lens at 1319nm is 37.08827mm. Due to external design considerations, the
length of the available for Gap2 andWedge2 was constrained to a fixed value. Simll was
used in a step-wise manner to optimize both components to fit in the given length. The
resulting length of Gap2 was determined to be 7.131780220mm and the top thickness of
Wedge2 was determined to be 26.54975mm. It should be noted that if this system was
designed from scratch, the value of Gap2 and Wedge2 would represent two degrees of
freedom in the system design. At this point, the design of the signal beam, or lower,
portion of the front end of the integrated system has been completed.
A Closer Look at the Local Oscillator Portion of the System Front End
In order for signal and local oscillator beams to heterodyne with a high efficiency,
the beams should totally overlap and be as close to parallel as possible. In this system
design, the
"zero"
time delay ray fan (the ray fan which emerges from the center of the
beam that illuminates the Bragg cell) is used to define the signal beam for system design
purposes. The local oscillator, split off from the incident beam at the leading element of
the front end, is sent through the
"upper"
portion of the front end which serves as a
telescope by increasing the local oscillator diameter will maintaining the collimated
nature of the beam. Therefore, for the highest heterodyne efficiency, the both the signal
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and the reference output from the system front end should both be collimated, with the
reference beam diameter large enough to insure a good beam overlap.
To accomplish the expansion of the reference beam, the local oscillator branch of
the system is essentially a telescope. A collimated laser beam is introduced into the
system at the face of BS 1 and expanded to the desired diameter by the lens combination
ofCL2 and L1 . The upper branch of the front end is shown in the figure below:
Spacerl
BS2 -*ll
Figure 24. The upper portion, or reference branch, of the front end of the integrated system. The portion of
the incident laser beam is diverted into the upper portion of the system and expanded via the telescope
configuration.
Since LI has already been determined by the requirements placed upon the slower
portion of the front end, CL2 and the separation between the CL2 and LI must be
determined. By specifying the desired output beam diameter, the focal length of CL2 and
the required separation are fixed. This can be seen from recalling the simple geometrical
model of the telescope, as shown in Figure 25. In order to determine the lens required to
expand the reference beam, the desired beam diameter magnification, and the focal length
of the lens which collimates the signal beam must be supplied. An expression for the
approximate focal length may be derived from the basic telescope design shown in Figure
25.
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Figure 25. The geometry of a simple telescope. D;n is the diameter of the input beam, Dout is the desired
diameter of the output beam, and Fi and F2 are the focal lengths of the lens used in the telescope.
From similar triangles:
Din/ DBUI//2 _ /2
Fi F2
Rm-^BLLR
D
(72)
(73)
It should be noted that the index of refraction between the two lenses need not be
taken into account. This can be seen by including the index in the equations as a
multiplicative factor on both the focal lengths to account for the apparent optical
thickness of the glass, reflecting the apparent increase in the focal lengths due to the
presence of a refractive medium. Since this factor will be common to both focal length
expressions, it will exactly cancel out.
In this system, it is desired to expand the beam by a factor of 4.5. This ratio
insures that CL2 will also be an "off the shelf lens, as well as expanding the local
oscillator to workable value. Therefore, the focal length of CL2 is given by:
1
F = '" F =F
CL2 >
LX
4.5
Z.1
4.5
(37.08827mm)
FCL2=8.24184mm
(74)
(75)
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Therefore, an "off the shelf lens has been found which possess a focal length of
8.24184mm and a thickness of 2.5mm. Once the lens pair is established to generate the
desired beam expansion, Simll was used in order to determine the length of glass between
the lenses by optimizing the difference between the slope of the optical axis and a ray
introduced into the upper portion of the system, parallel to the optical axis and initially at
a height of 1/2 the input beam diameter (0.3mm.) Since the focal lengths of the lenses are
known the distance, in glass, separating the lens may be estimated:
tf = "BK7(^ + ir2) = 1.50348(8.24184mm+37.08827mm) (76)
d = 68.15291mm (77)
As shown in Figure 24, the local oscillator beam must be steered in a manner that
when it is finally recombined with the signal beam it will be parallel to it. In the design
of the system, it was easiest to visual the upper branch as two spacers: Spacerl
accomplishing the steering of the beam such that it is parallel to the output of the lower
portion of the system and Spacer2 providing the optical path length required to expand
the beam using the telescope configuration. In the case of Spacer2, the optical path is
folded to follow a periscope configuration. In the case of both spacers, the surfaces
shown as reflecting the beam have been mirrored to contain the illumination in the
system.
As was stated previously, the steering of the local oscillator is accomplished by
the reflecting surface of Spacerl. The angle that the reflecting surface makes with the
input optical axis may be determined knowing the angular difference in the optical axis as
it enters the system front end and exits it. From Simll, the angle the optical axis makes
with respect to the input optical axis is:
tanQ0A= 0.22676723 (78)
Q0A (79)
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To achieve this angle with respect to the input optical axis, the reflecting surface
must be oriented such that the angle the incoming ray makes an angle with respect to the
surface normal of 0.5*12.77672, obeying the law of reflection. The geometry of the
reflecting surface is shown in Figure 26.
Surface Normal
Input
Optical
Axis
Z/.m.
BSl
Figure 26. The geometry of Spacerl required for the determination of the angle, 9^, that the reflecting
surface of Spacerl makes with the optical axis. Also labeled in the diagram is 8q^, the angle that the
output optical axis makes with the input optical axis.
From the diagram it can be seen that the surface normal bisects the angle that is
6)OA plus 90. Therefore, the slope of the surface normal, which is the negative inverse
of the slope of the surface, is equal to:
-1
tanO
/
= tan 0
90
+0OA
OA (80)
M V
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-1
/
tan0
= tan
M
12.77672-
90
+12.77672o\
V
= -0.79862 (81)
y
0W = 51.38836= 0.89690 rad (82)
Once the required orientation of the reflecting surface of Spacerl is known, the
question of how the spacers should be proportioned must be answered. Since the beam
direction may be altered to the desired trajectory by the placing of the reflecting surface of
7
Spacerl anywhere above BS1, a myriad of possible configurations exist with the only
limiting factor being the length of glass required in Spacer2 for the proper spacing ofCL2
and LI. Some possible combinations are shown in the figure below:
Spacerl
Spacer2
BS2 LI
Figure 27. Possible configurations for the partitioning of the upper optical system into Spacerl and Spacer2.
In this particular figure, 3 possible configurations of the upper branch of the system are being shown. Note
that the possibilities are constrained by the required spacing between CL2 and LI for the telescope
configuration. Hence, the "upper
most"
configuration provides one limiting case. The other limiting case
results from keep the reflecting surface of Spacerl aligned with the front surface of BS1. This limiting case
is shown in "lowermost"configuration.
An "off the shelf component was available for Spacerl. The dimensions and
shape of the piece are shown below, in Figure 28.
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12.7 mm
18.37024mm
L^.
K
12.7 mm
Figure 28. The dimensions of the "off the shelf Spacerl.
Since the dimensions of Spacerl are fixed, solving for the dimensions of Spacer2
are straight forward. For convenience, the dimensions of Spacer2 have been labeled in
Figure 29. The most obvious dimension to calculate, since Spacerl is fixed, is the
distance hg, which will immediately lead to the value of h\.
Spacer2
CL2
BS2
Figure 29. Spacer2, with important design dimensions labeled.
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The distance, hg, is the perpendicular distance between the optical axis in the
upper portion of the system front end and the output optical axis of the lower branch. By
overlaying the system on a Cartesian coordinate system, with the origin looked where the
input optical axis intersects BS1, it is possible to describe surfaces and rays in terms of
equations of lines making it much easier to deal with the geometry of the system. This
concept is covered in great detail in the section discussing real ray tracing and it's
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realization using Simll. By using this concept, the important quantities may be assigned
workable values (all distance measurements are in mm):
Equation of the Upper Optical Axis: y = 0.22676723*+ 3 1.23 146421
Point A: (xA,yB) = (78.63415, 9.27805)
This values were calculated using the Simll program.
The distance, ho, is the perpendicular distance from point A to the upper optical
axis:
_ muxA-yA+ba
h =
0.22676723(78. 634 1 5) - 9. 27805+ 3 1. 23 1 4642 1
V0.226767232
+ l
(83)
(84)
hm= 38.8 mm (85)
For convenience, the value of h2 was assigned to 12.7mm, trying to keep the
limiting
"height"
of the components to that of the beam splitters. By assigning this value,
hj becomes:
\= 1\-tBS =38.8mm- 12.7mm (86)
/*, = 26.10 mm (87)
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To find the value of I13, Simll was allowed to optimize that parameter until a
collimated input beam of beam, with a diameter equal to the laser diameter, results in a
collimated output beam. Upon completion, the value of I13 was found to be 10.474mm.
In order to provide some closer on the dimensions of Spacer2, the optimized value
will be compared to the estimated value, as determined in equation 77. Recalling from
equation 77:
desl= 68.15291mm (88)
In the actual system, the value of d will be considered the distance from the
refracting surface ofCL2 to the refracting surface ofLI. Therefore:
dac = [cl2 +h+tBS+\+tBS+ tLX (89)
dacl =2.5mm+10.474mm+12.7mm+26.10mm+12.7mm+3.6nim (90)
daa= 68.074mm (91)
In terms of the percentage difference between the optimized value and the paraxial
estimated value is:
A% =
A%:
dac,-dest
d.act
xl00% (92)
68.074-68.15291
xl00% (93)
68.074
A% = 0.116% (94)
which indicates that the estimated value of the optical distance and the optimized distance
are in close agreement.
Since there are several degrees of freedom that have been striped away from the
system design by the use of an "off the shelf Spacerl, the design process of the upper
portion of the system front end should be examined as if the dimensions of Spacerl were
not fixed. In this case, the design process could proceed along these lines:
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Unconstrained Upper System Design Process
1) Since the lens pair CL2 and LI are known, then the total length of glass
between the lenses is known. Partition the length of glass intelligently among the
dimensions of Spacer2.
2) Estimate the amount of clearance one would like for the manipulation ofCL2,
this will tell the amount of air gap required between the refracting surface of CL2
7
and the face of Spacer2.
3) Find the intersection of the optical axis extended backwards from CL2, towards
where the reflecting surface of Spacerl should be, and the optical axis, pointing
"upwards"
as it reflects off of the surface ofBS 1. The intersection point defines a
point on the reflecting surface of Spacerl. Since a point is known on the
reflecting surface, and the desired slope of the surface is known, tan(0jy[), then the
surface has been fully specified.
4) Limits are placed on the piece by the desired dimensions of the piece, i.e. the
measurement across a face.
At this point, the entire front end of the system has been designed and the
dimensions specified. For completeness the components of the front end are listed in
Table 1.
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Table 1.
Specification ofFront End Components
Component Name Component Type Thickness14 Index of
Refraction
ROC
BS1 Beam Splitter 12.7 mm 1.50348
Wedgel wedge 3 mm 1.50348
CL1 Cylindrical Lens 5 mm 1.50348 6.58749 mm
Gapl Air Gap 12.335413 mm 1.00000
Bragg Cell 5 mm 3.34
Gap2 Air Gap 7.131780220
mm
1.00000
Wedge2 wedge 26.54975 mm 1.50348
BS2 Beam Splitter 12.7 mm 1.50348
LI Spherical Lens 3.6 mm 1.50348 18.67320 mm
CL2 Spherical Lens 2.5 mm 1.50348 8.24184 mm
Spacer2 Spacer hl= 26.10 mm 1.50348
h2 = 12.7 mm 1.50348
h3= 10.474 mm 1.50348
The specifications of the components used in the construction of the front end of the integrated system.
Note: Spacerl is not included in the table as it is fully specified in Figure 28.
14 When the thickness is with reference to a wedge, it indicate the minimum thickness of the piece, or the
"top"
thickness of the piece.
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A CloserLook at theMultipleDelay Line Generation
In order to generate the delay lines to feed the twenty antenna elements, the now
collinear signal and reference beams should be broken into several individual beams.
Each beam will serve as an individual delay line for feeding a particular element of the
antenna array. In order to accomplish this, a binary optic has been introduced into the
system directly following the output lens of the front end, LI. The binary optic splits the
7
beam into 25 beams of equal intensity, each representing a potential delay line. A high
packing density of the delay lines is maintained by an optical system that has been
designed to collimated each delay line with respect to the other delay lines. This entire
assembly is the equivalent of L2, as shown in Figures 17 and 18. The behavior of the
system was confirmed by the use of the Simll program. The figure below was generated
using the Simll program, which is seen here tracing the local oscillator beam through the
portion of the system.
Figure 30. The
"second"
portion of the integrated system, which serves to generate the separate delay lines
through the use of a binary optic and an associated delay line collimating system. Each of the beam shown
represent an individual delay line. The deflection angle of the orders has been altered in order to make the
separation of the delay line more apparent. Note that the delay lines are collimated with respect to one
another, but the individual beams themselves are coming to a focus.
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The specifications of the system are listed in table 2, which presents the
information in a classic optics format. The surfaces are listed from the "back side" of the
binary optic to the 5 mm gap following the last surface in the system.
Table 2.
Specification ofDelay Line Collimation Components
Radius ofCurvature
(mm)
Index ofRefraction, after
Surface
(at 1319 nm)
Distance to Next Surface
oo ....
_. 1.50348 99.45 mm
oo ....
.... 1.50348 8 mm
65.87743
1.0000 20.41354 mm
-341.67405
.... 1.64653 4.00000 mm
-80.89038
1.54944 9.50 mm
120.35830
1.00000 5.00000 mm
The specifications for the optical sub-system used for the replication of the single delay line output from the
front end of the system. The specification of surfaces begins after the binary optic and ends after the last
curved surface in the sub-system. The format of the values is in the form classically used in the
specification of optical surfaces.
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A Closer Look at the Third Portion of the System: Collimation of the
IndividualDelay Lines
After the segment of the system described in the previous section of the system,
the delay lines as a unit are in the desired state, however, the delay lines themselves are
coming to a focus. In order to correct this situation individual optical systems were
designed for each beam in order to achieve collimation. The system is composed of a
piece ofBK7, placed 5mm after the last surface of the second portion of the system, and a
7
positive lens, cemented to the face of the glass. The positive lens to be specified plays the
role of L3, as seen in Figures 17 and 18. It should be noted that extensive use of Simll
was made in the design of this portion of the system, due to it's flexibility in allowing
many different positive lens to be easily analyzed and the ease at which it can optimize
the length of glass to collimate the beam.
It was specified that after the introduction of the new system the estimated spot
size of the local oscillator beam as it exits the system should be a close to that of the local
oscillator beam diameter as it exited the front end of the system, 2.7mm. In order to keep
unnecessary clutter from accumulating in the analysis and design of the new portion of
the system, only the second portion of the system plus the two new components were
used in Simll. The "second
portion"
of the integrated system refers to the optical system
outlined in Table 2. The optical subsystems, and the component designations, are shown
in Figure 3 1 .
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The "Second Portion" of the IntegratedSystem
or
Subsystem 1
*k-
BLl
-
Subsystem 2
Figure 31. The optical subsystems that are to be addressed in this section and the designation of the
components in subsystem 2. Terminology has been introduced in order to try to limit confusion.
Note: This figure only shows the central order of the binary optic being traced through the system,
hence the need for only one SPl. For each order of the binary optic, there will be a SPl, aligned about the
central ray of that order.
By looking at the system, one sees that it is basically a telescope system that
increases the beam diameter by a factor of 1. The first subsystem may be characterized as
a simple positive lens, just by the virtue that it brings a collimated input beam to a focus.
Subsystem 2 serves the purpose of the other lens in the telescope system, recollimation of
the beam to the desired diameter.
The first step in designing subsystem 2 is to find the back focal length of
subsystem 2, this will locate the focus of subsystem 1 with respect to the last surface in
subsystem 1 and give a partial indication of the required length of glass between the
subsystem 1 and SPl. The values required in the calculation were generated by Simll. In
the analysis, a ray was introduced into the system at a height of 1.35mm above the optical
axis with a ray angle of 0 degrees with respect to the optical axis (since the beam
diameter of the local oscillator exiting the front end of the system was 2.7mm) and the
exiting ray angle and height where found. From these values, the bfl may be determined:
bfi = - y,a.
tanWJ
_ y,as,
m,
(95)
last
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,- 0.99954508mm ebfl = = 63.73512mm (96)
-0.01568280
Since it is known that a piece of glass will be 5mm after subsystem1, the length of
the bfl in glass made found:
bfl = 5.0mm+(63.73512mm-5mm)l.50348 (97)
6/7 = 93.30708mm (98)
At this point, the input portion of the telescope system has been characterized, in a
paraxial sense, and the second portion of the system may be specified based on the
desired beam magnification of 1. This just requires finding the distance, in glass, where
the beam returns to the desired diameter after it has come to a focus. A simple
trigonometric relationship defines the additional amount of glass:
Using the slope of the output ray in glass: mglass = -0.01043029
Desired Spot Size 2. 1mm
additional glass = r-^. = -. , (99)U, -0.01043029
additional glass = 129.43073mm (100)
Therefore, the total length of glass required for BL1 will be:
Vi, = (63.73512mm- 5.0mm)l.50348+ 129.43073mm (101)
tBLUst = 217.73781mm (102)
Also, the focal length of the lens required to collimate the beam made to
approximated:
_
additional glass
_
129.43073mm
JSPUsl
~ -
i rm/10
^ '
nBK7 1.50348
fspies, = 86- 08743mm (104)
ROCSPUsl =/ffte(%7-l) = 86. 08742mm(l.50348-1) (105)
ROCSPUsl = 43.34329mm (106)
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At this point, rough values have been found to specify the parameters of
Subsystem 2. Unfortunately, an "off the shelf lens was not available in the
neighborhood of the estimated values, requiring the custom fabrication of SPl. In order
to find the ideal values for BL1 and SPl, a two dimensional optimization was carried out
using Simll. Multiple values of radius of curvature were intelligently chosen to be tried
in SimTI and BL1 optimized for each lens to provide beam collimation. This process was
repeated until the geometrical spot size of the input, 2.7mm, equaled the geometrical spot
size of the output. It was determined that a lens with a radius of curvature of 43.3598mm
and a thickness of 3.0mm would be used. In order to collimate the beam, the length of
BL1 was optimized to a value of 214.76294835214mm, resulting in an output spot size of
2.7mm.
Since this length of glass is rather unwieldy, it was decided that the optical path be
folded into a pentaprism. In order to achieve the required optical path length, the side of
the pentaprism must be15:
hn = tslde(2+42) (107)
214.76294835214mm nM /ino,
tside = t pr = 62.90261mm (108)
(2+V2J
In order to confirm the values obtained from the optimization, a comparison of the
paraxial estimates of the thickness of BL1 and the ROC of SPl will be carried out. The
first comparison is between the estimated and optimized values of the ROC of SP 1 :
A%-
ROCSPX - ROCSPUsl
ROCspx
xl00% (109)
15 Formula derived in Warren Smith's 441 Geometrical Optics Class notes from the University of
Rochester, using the tunnel diagram technique.
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43.3598mm- 43. 34329mm
43.3598mm
x 100% = 0.03808% (110)
The percent difference will be calculated to express the deviation from the
optimized and the estimated value of the thickness of BL1, but first the thickness of BL1
must be altered to take into account the finite width of SPl:
^BLl ~* ^BL\ + tsP\ (HI)
to provide a basis for the comparison of real ray tracing values to the paraxial
estimates.
The percent difference in the thicknesses ofBL1 can then be calculated:
o/_A% tBL\^~hp\ ^Bl\est
'BL\ + *SPl
xl00%
A% =
217. 76294835214mm-217.73781mm
x 100% = 0.01 16%
(112)
(113)
217.76294835214mm
As can be seen from the results, the percent difference in the values is on the order
of what is expected from comparison of the values in the design of Spacer2, as seen in the
result in equation 94.
For convenience, the component specifications are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3.
Specification of Individual Delay Line Collimation Components
Component Name Component Type Thickness16 Index of
Refraction
ROC
Air Gap Air Gap 5.00 mm 1.00000
7
BL1 Block 229.339135 mm 1.50348
Pentaprism 62.90261 mm 1.50348 __
SPl Spherical Lens 3.11 mm 1.50348 45.76 n
The specifications of the components found in Subsystem 2, as labeled in Figure 31.
A Closer Look at the Fourth Section of the System: Extraction of the
Proper TTD and Configuration forDetection of the Heterodyne Signal
By designing the first, second, and third sections of the system, LI, L2, and L3 in
Figures 17 and 18 have been specified, respectively. The remaining requirement seen in
Figures 17 and 18 is the determination of the distance from SPl (L3) to the DMD. The
DMD is positioned at the intersection of all collimated TTD ray fans, as shown in Figure
17. Before continuing farther into the specification of the SPl to DMD distance, it
should be noted that it was desired to partition the distance up such that a 10mm air gap
appears after the SPl array, for ease in manipulating the lenses. The remaining distance
was to the DMD is to be realized in BK7.
Before beginning the calculation, it is helpful to visualize what is occurring at the
DMD in terms of the ray fans. Figure 32, shows collimated ray fans intersecting at the
16 In the case of a pentaprism, thickness refers to the length of a side.
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DMD surface, each fan representing each an extreme TTD value or the zero TTD
reference. Recalling the model of the signal photonic delay line, all ray fans converge
upon the mirror so that, by rotating the mirror, a particular time delay ray fan may be
steered so that it will coincide with the local oscillator beam. Therefore, in order to find
the position of the DMD find the location of the signal beam focus when the cell is driven
at a single frequency.
CollimatedRayFans
Associatedwith...
Max TTD
OTTD
CellDriving Frequency-
Intersection of all..
1.2 GHzRays
1.3 GHzRays
1.4 GHzRays
DMD Element
MinTTD
Figure 32. Collimated ray fans, representing the maximum, minimum, and zero TTDs, intersecting at the
surface of a deformable mirror. It should be noted that for in an ideal situation, all rays originating from the
cell, which is being driven at only one frequency, will intersect at a single point. This is shown in the figure
by the intersection of all 1.2GHz (low Bragg cell driving frequency,) 1.3GHz (central Bragg cell driving
frequency,) and 1.4GHz (high Bragg cell driving frequency) rays for three separate TTD values.
Simll was used to determine the values required to quantify the necessary length
to the DMD. First, the entire integrated optical system was entered into the program, up
to and including SPl. After SPl, a 10mm air gap was inserted, as was described in this
section. After the 10mm air gap, a section of BK7 was inserted that was long enough to
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contain the location of the DMD. This block of glass shall be designated BL2 for ease in
referring to the piece. Once the system was specified, a series of rays were traced through
the system, the same rays seen in Figure 32, and the resulting slopes and y intercepts of
the rays in the length ofBK7 were recorded. Next, a point on the fixed face of the section
of BK7 was found along with the slope of the surface. From this information, it is now
possible to compute the required length of glass. An example calculation is shown
below, followed by a tabulation of all the results.
Calculation ofRequired BK7 length to DMD:
1) Acquire information defining the linear equation describing the fixed surface of the
glass block. Recall that all distance measurements in Simll are in millimeters, even if it
is not explicitly stated.
This information is readily obtainable from Simll:
Slope of Surface: -4.40980824
Point on Surface (x,y): (455.84810989, 94.92029620)
The y intercept value made determined:
bs=y,-msx1 (114)
&, = 94.92029620 4.40980824(455.84810989) = 2105.12305 (115)
2) Trace a pair of rays through the system and acquire the linear equations describing the
rays'
trajectory in the glass block. The rays must be generated by driving the Bragg cell at
a fixed frequency but originating from a different point on the Bragg cell. This describes
a situation where the Bragg cell is driven at a fixed frequency and different TTD are
selected. As an example, consider the pair of rays generated by driving the Bragg cell at
1.2GHz, one ray is associated with the maximum TTD (since the input beam diameter is
0.6mm, this ray is generated by tracing a ray through the system the initially has a 0 slope
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with respect to the optical axis and a y intercept value equal to -1/2 the beam diameter)
and the other with the 0 TTD point.
TTD AO Drive Frequency Ray Slope Ray Y Intercept
Maximum 1.2GHz 0.22051131 -3.54819445
Zero 1.2GHz 0.22608274 -7.01986835
3) Find the intersection of the two rays:
b2-bx
x = -
x =
rr^mj
-7.01986835 3.54819445
= 623.1208
(116)
(117)
0.22051131-0.22608274
X, ='"1*0+6, (118)
ya= 0.22051 13l(623.1208) + -3.54819445 = 133.85699 (119)
4) Find the perpendicular distance from the fixed surface of the intersection point, this
will give the required length of the glass to the DMD:
Length = mjo-yo+b*
im2+l
(120)
Length =
(_4. 40980824)623. 1 208 -133.85699+2105.12305
+ 1
= 171.74184mm (121)
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Table 4.
Various Lengths of Glass Used in Specifying DMD Distance
TTD1 TDD2 AO Drive Frequency Required Glass Length to DMD
Max Zero 1.2 GHz 171.742 mm
Zero Min 1.2 GHz 172.527 mm
Max Min 1.2 GHz 172.133 mm
Max Zero 1.3 GHz 172.657 mm
Zero Min 1.3 GHz 172.647 mm
Min Max 1.3 GHz 172.647 mm
Max Zero 1.4 GHz 171.368 mm
Zero Min 1.4 GHz 172.888 mm
Min Max 1.4 GHz 172.129 mm
Various lengths of glass generated by using the technique described by equations 1 14 through 121. A pair
of ray, passing through the TTD1 and TTD2 points on the Bragg cell, which is driven at the AO Drive
Frequency, were used to determine the length of glass.
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As indicated by the table, a variety of glass lengths were produced. It was decided
that an average of the lengths be taken, weighting the average towards the value
associated with the 1.3GHz ray pairs, as these describe the central operating point of the
system. The resulting length of glass was decided to be 172.30157121mm.
Now that the length of glass to the DMD is known, the problem of separating the
local oscillator and the signal beam must be addressed. The problem arises from the fact
that since the beams are traveling along a common path, the DMD cannot be tilted to
select out a particular TTD without altering the trajectory of the local oscillator.
Returning to the picture of the simple photonic delay line, one will note that the signal
and reference beams are kept separate until they are combined at the detector and hence
did not suffer from this problem.
One possible solution to this problem revolves around altering the polarization of
the reference beam such that it is orthogonal to that of the signal beam and then
employing polarization altering components, i.e. X/2 and A/4 waveplates, in combination
with polarizing beam splitters. In this scheme, the beams splitters BS1 and BS2 are
polarizing beam splitters. Upon the introducing a laser beam into the system, BS1 will
separate the input laser beam into two beams, one beam polarized orthogonal to the other.
A half wave plate may be inserted before BS 1 and rotated to determine the amount of
light partitioned into each beam.
Since the beams are now polarized orthogonally as they approach the DMD, it
becomes trivial to selectively steer the signal beam and leave the reference beam
unaltered by introducing a polarized beam splitter into the system, immediately before the
DMD. This described configuration is shown in Figure 33, which also depicts the
scheme used to recombine the beams for heterodyning.
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Figure 33. The portion of the system devoted to the selecting of a particular TTD, by the use of a DMD,
and insuring the recombination of the local oscillator and the desired TTD. Figure A shows the path of the
signal beam in this portion of the system, in actuality it shows the zero TTD collimated ray fan propagating
in the system. Figure B shows the path of the local oscillator through the same components.
Note: The beam diameters are greatly exaggerated in order to make the propagation of the beams as clear
as possible. Also, the beams in the diagram are offset upon reflection, making the paths a little more
visible. In reality, this does not happen for cases of normal incidence, the reflected be will return along the
same path it had before reflecting.
Upon entering the polarizing beam splitter, BS3, the signal beam passes through
the reflecting surface of the beam splitter, through a quarter wave plate (causing the
linearly polarized light to become circularly polarized), reflects off of the DMD, and
passes back through the quarter wave plate (causing the light to become linearly polarized
again, but orthogonal to its orientation upon entering BS3.) Thus, by the time the signal
beam returns from the DMD, it's polarization has been altered so that it will be reflected
off of the reflecting surface of the beam splitter and not return down it's original line of
flight.
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The reference beam, however, will experience reflection from the surface in BS3.
The reference beam is deflected towards a different quarter wave plate which is backed
by a reflecting surface. The beam passes through the quarter wave plate twice, rotating
the polarization of the beam by 90, allowing the beam to continue directly through BS3
on the same path as the steered signal beam.
An additional half-wave plate is inserted into the system, after BS3, to prevent any
reflects that may occur in the later portions of the system from entering the system.
BS4 is used to split the signal/reference beam pair such that 50% of the signal
travels to the lens holder, where the beams are focused by a custom made coupling lens
into a fiber optic which directs the beams on to a PIN detector and the time delay
electrical system is recovered via the heterodyne process. The other signal/reference
combination used to provide feedback for a digital control system that monitors the
current beam state and adjusts the DMD elements to either maintain the current output of
the antenna or redirect the antenna output.
In order to force the orthogonally polarized beams to heterodyne, a polarizer has
been inserted into the system, at an angle of 45o with respect to the polarization of the
beams. This will cause the common components of the polarization to heterodyne.
Since this latter portion of the system has been fixed in length by the components
required, the length of glass in BL2 may finally be computed. It is known that the
thickness of BS3 is 35mm, the thickness of a quarter wave plate is 7.5mm, and the total
length of glass needed is 172.30157121mm. Therefore, the actual length of glass needed
in the piece is:
^=',-fffi3-'v4 (122)
rBI2=172.30157mm-35mm-7.5mm = 129.80157mm (123)
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To create a compact system, this length of glass was also folded into a pentaprism,
measuring 38.018mm on a side. (See equation 107.)
Specification ofCoupling Lens forDetection Assembly
The only portion of the system that remains to be specified are the coupling lens,
which will be used in coupling the reference/signal beam into a multimode fiber. While
the specific properties of the coupling lens are not known, the only requirement needed in
specifying the lens is the Gaussian spot size and location of the reference beam as it
exited BS4 into the lens holder.
The Gaussian beam analysis of the local oscillator was carried out using ABCD
matrix approach in order to find the final spot size and location. The ABCD law states
that the output Gaussian beam, which is characterized by a "q" factor, q2, may be found
using the following matrix equation17:
q2=^^- (124)2
Cqx+D
where q\ describes the input Gaussian beam, and A, B, C, and D are parameters
used to describe a paraxial optical system when using the ray matrix approach to optics.
As stated, the q factor may be used to describe the behavior of a Gaussian beam18. The q
factor represents a complex number of the form19:
q = z+ jz0 (125)
where z is the distance the to the beam waist from the current position on the
beam axis and z0 is the Rayleigh range. The Rayleigh range can be expressed as20:
17 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 99
18 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 90
19 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 90
20 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 87
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z =^E- (126)0
X
where X is the wavelength of the laser and W0 is the waist radius of the beam.
The waist radius is further defined21 to be (in the small angle approximation):
e=4r (127)
kWp
where 0O is the divergence angle of the beam.
In the analysis of the local oscillator Gaussian beam, the laser manufacturer
provided the parameters needed to define the beam as it exits the laser unit. Listed on the
specification sheet were the x and y values of beam diameters and the full divergence
angles of the output beam, at the aperture of the laser, shown in Table 5.
21 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 86
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Table 5.
Input Gaussian Beam Characteristics
Full Beam Divergence Angle, in x direction (26ox): lOmrad
Beam Diameter, in x direction (2WX): 5 mm
Full Beam Divergence Angle, in y direction (20ov): 8 mrad
Beam Diameter, in x direction (2WV): 5 mm
Parameter listing describing the Gaussian beam characteristics of the laser source used in the integrated
system. These parameters are for the laser beam at the aperture of the laser.
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From these parameters, the Gaussian beam characteristics of the laser can be
found. The divergence angle is found by halving the full divergence angle given in the
laser specifications:
a
10-10"3
* ~
8-10"3
Dx .= radians eDv := radians2 y 2 (128)
From the divergence angle of the beam, the beam waist radius may be determined:
Wn=8.39701479752839910~5
m Wnv =
1.04962684969105K)"4
m ,1omox oy (129)
From the beam waist radius, the Rayleigh range, z0, may be calculated,
completing half the information required in the q factor:
*-Wox2 *-Woy2
zx_
x zy X
z _ = 0.0 1 6794029595057m z nv = 0.02624067 1242276m , 1 - _NUA y (130)
The beam diameter at the aperture of the laser can be used as an estimate of the
beam radius, at the aperture:
7
0.5-
10"3
m . .
0.5-
3
mWv= m Wv: = m
2 Y 2 (131)
Knowing the parameters calculated to this point, it is possible to determine the
value of z, required for the completion of the q factor:
zY =0.047095228738805m zv =0.0567245729 18223m ,,,,-,.x " (IjZ)
At this point, the input Gaussian beam can be fully described by it's q factor:
qxin: = zx+(^-zox) <iyin:=zy-^-zqy
q xin
= 0.047095228738805-0.01 6794029595057J q yin = 0.05672457291 8223h0.02624067 1 242276J
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Since the input Gaussian beam has been characterized, all that remains is the
determination of the paraxial ray matrix for the optical system traversed by the local
oscillator. For convenience, the indexes of refraction found in the system are grouped
into a collective unit, shown below:
n !- nBK?:= 1.503480
nSubl: = nBK7 nSub2:=L646530 nSub3:= 1.646530
nSub4:=1-549440 nSub5:=L549440
The "Sub#" subscript certain indices of refraction indicate that the index is found
in the second portion of the optical system, referred to as "Subsystem
1" in a previous
section. In order to group the remaining system specifications into a cohesive unit, Simll
was used to condense down some of the glass thickness measurements by providing
ray/surface intersection point values, which may be used in conjunction with the distance
formula to find total lengths of glass. The remaining system parameters are:
The distance from the laser aperture to the optical system:
T2system = 10
The distance from the first surface of the system, BS1, the end of Spacerl:
TBK72Air =6.35-h 32.67143613)- ^(6.35- 49.421047362-h (32.67143613-
42.438538262
TBK72Air=TBK72Air103 TBK72Air=0.083186030600064 m
It should be noted that in order to find some distances Simll was used to generate
the ray/surface intersection point values. By adding the distances between the points
together it is possible to make a very quick measurement of the length. Hence, the
appearance of the distance formula several times in this section.
The distance from the face of Spacerl to the face of CL2:
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T Air2CL2: = ,V(49-42104736- 51.2079615Q + (42.43853826- 42.8437518?'!
TAir2CL2: =TAir2CL210"3 T Air2CL2= 0.001832282778679 m
The radius of curvature ofCL2:
ROCCL2-4.1496103m
The length of glass from the surface ofCL2 to the planar surface of LI :
T : = ^(51.20796150- 53.6460597)2-h (42.84375183- 43.3966326Q2
T =T+V(70.05348537- 53.6460597)^(47.11729908- 43.3966326Q
T =Th-V( 70.05348537- 78.6341 95032-h (47.11729908-
9.27801498-2
TCL22Ll: = T + ^(84-82696447- V8.634195032-t-( 10.68233215-
9.27801498/2
TCL22L1: = TCL22L110"3 TCL22L1= 0.064473999998025 m
The thickness and radius of curvature ofLI:
TL1 =3.610
3
m ROCL1 : = - 18.672310
3
m
The next few values describe the refracting surfaces and distances found in the
second portion of the integrated system. The derivation of these values is apparent from
Table 2:
Tsiab^99-45-1 Tslab
Tslab =0.10045 m
TSubl: =
8-10"3
m ROCSubl =-(65.87742910 3) m
TAirGap '=20.41- 10
3
m T AirGap= 0.02041 m
TSub2:=4-10"3m ROCSub2 := 341
10"3
m
TSub3 =0 m ROCSub3 =80.89038310 3m
TSub4: = 4.75103m ROCSub4 = 80.890383 10"3m
TSub5 =4.7510 3m R0CSub5 =-
120.35S30G10"3
m
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The air gap between the above system and BL1:
The length ofBL1:
T2BU:=5.O10"3
m
TBL1 : = 214.734967910725110 3m
The parameters of the lens SPl:
SPl
:=3.010"J
m ROCspi :=- 43.349628-
10"5
m
ri-3.
-3
Distance from SPl to BL2:
TSP12BL2 = 100001crJm
The length ofBL2:
TBL2=
129.80310"'
m
The thickness of a beam splitter:
TBS: = 3510"3 m
The thicknesses of a quarter and a half-wave plate:
kby4
=
7.5-103
m Xbyl
:=13-103
m
Now that the parameters of the system are specified and assigned to meaningful
variable names, the actual calculation of the ray matrix of the reference beam can begin.
Propagation of the beam to the first surface of the system:
M =
1 T
\o
2system
1
Propagation of the beam through Spacerl :
^l 0
M
l T
lo
Air2CL2
1 / 0
nBK7
air
'1 T BK72Air
1 /
1 0
n
0
air
n BK7
M
Refraction of the beam by CL2:
l o
M n
BK7~ n
air air
nBK7ROCCL2 nBK?
M
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Transfer of the beam to the refracting surface ofLI and refraction by that surface:
1 o
11 TCL22L1-|-TL1^
M: = nair-nBK7 nBK7
nairR0CLl n air
M
Refraction and transfer of the beam through the second portion of the system:
'l o
M
M: =
M : =
M
1 T Slab -f"7 Sub 1
0 1 0
air
nBK7
M
1 0
n n BK7 n BK7
nairR0CSubl n air
M
1
' Sub2
~ "
air
0
air
nSub2'ROCSub2 nSub2
I1 T Sub4 + T Sub5 ]
0 1 i
1 T AirGap '
M
0 1 /
1 0
n Sub4
~ n Sub2 n Sub2
n t Sub2
M
nSub4'ROCSub4 nSub4
Completion of the refraction by the second portion of the integrated system and
transfer of the beam through to the refracting surface of SPl:
'1 T
M
BL1+TSP1
1
1 0
n
0
air
nBK7
(1 T 2BL1
1 /
1 0
n n Sub5 n Sub5
nair'R0CSub5 n air
M
Refraction by SPl and transfer of the beam to BL2
"10"
l1 TSP12BL2l
M 'air
lBK7
10 1
1 0
naii-nBK7 nBK7
n^ROC SPl n air
M
Propagation of the beam through BL2 to the output face of BS4
ni o
^
' 1 0.5-T BS
-t- 0.5-T BS
+- 2-T ^by4
+- T BS
- T ^by2
-t- T BS
- T BL2
M BK7
air
M
/
Assignment of the elements of the ray matrix to A, B, C, and D values:
/A B\ / 4.678060458937561 0.335340874252063
: =M M= |
C D/ 1.247585447482933 0.303195396278654 (134)
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The output Gaussian beam characteristics are determined:
q xout r n j- n q yut
'
r r, j_ r.C 1 xin+ D C-q yin + D
q xout = 1 0. 1277624458 10 1 1 1j
qyout = 1.622609695113359-0.186208477959114J
Recalling the form of the q factor from equation 125, the distance from the output
face of BS4 to the waist of the beam will be about 1.58258m behind the surface of BS4,
and the output waist size will be:
Wyout)^flm(^xout)A W,
xoout
' | _ n( Tl
-k W * =2 7960645065 rr
W 2.316056074489476-
10^
m
w
yoout
The divergence angles of the beam was found to be:
e^:=[-l e,
'^ x
Ww
xoout
y WW
yoout
0Dx = 0.001812783138115rad 9Dy = 0.001501577445397ad
At this point, the design of the optics of the integrated photonic delay is complete.
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VI. Real Rav Tracing with Techniques for Computer
Realization
General Ray Tracing Technique
Real ray tracing is the process by which the trajectory of a ray through an optical
system is determined by the repeated application of Snell's Law, nisinGj = n2sin02, at
optical surfaces. Real ray tracing will provide exact ray trajectories, as opposed to
paraxial ray tracing, which utilizes the first order approximation of Snell's Law,
ni9i=n202-
Ray analysis of an optical system is accomplished by a series of refraction/transfer
operations. The refraction operation is used to determine the ray trajectory as the ray
passes from one medium to another. The transfer operation utilizes the ray trajectory to
determine the intersection of the ray and the next refracting surface. By repeating the
series of operations, the line of flight of the ray through the entire system may be found.
The iterative ray tracing process can be best seen in the form of the following flow chart:
( Start )
IT
Enter Initial Ray Trajectory
i
Enter Initial Ray/Surface Intersection
Determine Surface Normal at Ray/Surface Intersection
J.
Q End )
Figure 34. Iterative Ray Tracing Process
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Background
Basic Philosophy behind "User Friendly" Optical System Design
In order to create an intuitive optical system design environment the use of optical
components, instead of optical surfaces, to describe an optical system has been
implemented. Under such conditions, the designer of the optical system will be provided
with a more visual picture of the optical system being assembled in terms of tangible
components, instead of having to contend with manipulating a conglomeration of abstract
surface specifications. In order to follow this concept in the ray analysis of an optical
system, methods must be devised in order to decompose optical components into their
respective optical surfaces. This procedure is, of course, totally transparent to the optical
system designer.
Optical Components to be Considered
From the observation of various optical systems, the existence of several
fundamental components were found. These components were determined to be spacers
(made of either air or glass,) wedge-shaped pieces of glass and
planoconcave/planoconvex lenses. From these components it is possible to build other
"more
complicated"
components (i.e. a cemented doublets) occasionally found in optical
systems. However, the evaluation of the integrated optical system requires the addition of
two non-linear optical components, the acousto-optic cell operating in Bragg mode and
the binary optic. Upon determining the optical component
"pool,"
the methodology from
the decomposition of the elements into their respective optical surfaces must be
determined.
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Fundamental Concepts for the Generation of a Ray Tracing
Environment
Use ofa Global Coordinate System
In order to provide a means ofmeasuring relative distances and orientations in the
optical system, the surfaces and rays are superimposed on a global Cartesian coordinate
grid. It was chosen that the origin of the coordinate system lie at the midpoint of the first
surface of the optical system. Thus, the coordinate system (with a sample optical system
superimposed) will appear as:
+ y axis
Origin (0,0) X
-> + x axis
First Component ofSystem
Figure 35. The Global Coordinate System upon which the optical components are superimposed. The
origin of the coordinate system is at the center of the first surface of the optical system.
The Cartesian system provides an adequate basis on which the decomposition of
components into their optical surfaces may be carried out.
General Terminology
In order to make the presentation of the methods of surface decomposition as clear
as possible several terms, which will be used repeatedly in the descriptions, should be
clarified. The term "first
surface"is used when referring to the surface of the component
that is facing the origin of the global coordinate system. It naturally follows that "second
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surface"
or "next surface" refers to the surface facing away from the coordinate origin. In
general, the system will be assembled and aligned from left to right. With this in mind,
the meanings of the terms becomes apparent.
The "height" of a component refers to the length of the component in the y
direction, from one side of the component to the other. "Thickness" or "length" refers to
the distance measured in the x direction, from one surface to the other. Please see Figure
36 for clarity.
+
Thickness
M or
Length"
Second (Next)
Surface
(0,0) +x
Global Origin
First Surface
Figure 36. The definitions of measurements and orientations that will be used in the discussion of
implementing real ray tracing.
Representation ofOptical Surfaces
From the component "pool" it was determined that the principle optical surface
types that must be considered were either planar (which, for example, arise when
considering ray tracing through spacers) or spherical surfaces (which must be contended
with when analyzing lenses.) By making use of the global coordinate system, the surfaces
may be represented as either linear equations, as in the case of a planar surface, or in the
case of a spherical surface, by the equation of a circle.
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Describing Planar Surfaces
As stated before, the planar surfaces of the system are easily represented by linear
equations. Recalling from simple mathematics, the form of a planar surface can be
specified in two forms. The first is the classic slope-intercept form:
y =mx+ b (135)
where x and y are Cartesian coordinates, m is the slope of the line, and b is the y
intercept. It should also be noted that the slope of the line is equal to the tangent of the
angle made between the line and the positive x-axis.
The second means of expressing a line is the x-intercept form:
x = ^- + x0 (136)
m
where m is the slope of the line associated with the slope-intercept form of the line, and
x0 is the x-intercept of the line. Both types of equations must be utilized in order to
handle the limiting cases when the planar surface is vertical (m = o, in which case the x
intercept is needed in order to fix the surface) or horizontal (m=0, in which case the y
intercept must be used to fix the surface.)
Describing Spherical Surfaces
Spherical surfaces are easily described by the equation of a circle:
(x-x0)2+(y-y0)2=R2
(137)
where x0 and y0 indicate the center of curvature of the surface and R indicates the radius
of curvature.
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Application of Snell's Law...
At an Arbitrary Planar Surface
The application of Snell's law at a planar surface should be addressed in the
context of the global coordinate system and the slope-intercept form of a ray. The
geometry of the situation is shown below:
RefractingSurface
Index ofrefraction : n Index ofrefraction : n'
Line P arallel to XAxis
ExitingRay
Figure 37. The definitions of angles important to the application of Snell's Law at an arbitrary planar
surface. The planar surface is specified as a linear equation in terms of the global coordinate system.
In the diagram, the incident ray makes an angle, 4>s, with the surface normal and
an angle, Or, with the x axis of the global coordinate system. The exiting ray makes an
angle, Os', with the surface normal and an angle, <t>r', with the x axis of the global
coordinate system. The surface possesses a slope of m, and therefore makes an angle of
Om ( = atan(m) ) with the x axis. The problem to be addressed in the application of
Snell's Law is how to determine the slope the exiting ray makes with the optical axis
based upon the slope of the refracting surface, the slope of incident ray, and indexes of
refraction present.
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From the slope of the surface, the angle that the surface makes with the x axis of
the coordinate system is known:
Om = arctan(m) (138)
From the slope of the incident ray, the angle that the ray makes with the x axis is
known:
Or = arctan( mr ) (139)
From the value of these angles, the angle that the incident ray makes with respect
to the surface normal is known:
$s = 3>r - Om-, where 4>m' = 90 - $m. (140)
From this angle, the angle the exiting ray makes with the optical axis may be
determined by applying Snell's Law:
sin Os' = (n/n1) sin Os (141)
Once this angle has seen determined, the angle that the exiting ray makes with the
optical axis is know:
<Dr, = Os. + Om. (142)
From the angle the exiting ray makes with the optical axis, it is trivial to find the
slope of the exiting ray:
mr> = tan(Or>) (143)
At an Arbitrary Spherical Surface
Application of Snell's Law at a spherical boundary requires the determination of
the normal to the surface at the point where the surface and the ray intersect. By
considering the spherical surface as part of a full circle, the determination of the normal
becomes trivial. The slope of the surface normal is the slope of a line the passes through
the center of the circle and the point where the ray intersects the circle. Once the surface
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normal has been determined, the method used to determine the ray trajectory at a planar
surface can be applied.
Alignment ofOptical Components About the Optical Axis
In order to provide a coherent means of assembling the optical system from the
system components, a method of active alignment is employed. By the process of active
alignment the first surface of an optical element to be aligned is centered about the
incident ray/surface intersection point. For the initial alignment of the system, a ray is
introduced into the system which possess a zero slope and passes through the origin of the
coordinate system. This ray will define the optical axis of the system. By this method,
the desired alignment of the integrated system is obtained, as well as providing a means
through which most conventional optical systems may be aligned.
A CommonMathematical Operation
When determining the proper placement of surfaces on the coordinate system, it
was found that the equation used in determining the intersection(s) point(s) between a
line and a circle was invaluable. Since the final result was obtained through simple
algebraic manipulations, only the premise and the final result are stated here.
Given the equation of a line, as in equation 135, and a circle, as defined by
equation 137, then the resulting solution(s), when it (they) exist are given by:
xn -mb+my0 *J-2xamb + 2x0myn -
b2
+ 2by -
v,2
+
R2
-
m2.x~
+
m2R2
\+m2
X]2=^^l iJLSU. 2 o_t^_ 1_^o _, (144)
The corresponding y solution can be found by simply inserting the obtained x
values into the original linear equation. The usefulness of such a formula will become
apparent as this section develops.
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Decomposition ofOptical Components into Respective
Surfaces
It should be noted that when the decomposition of a surface is described, it is
assumed that it is with respect to an already existing planar surface.
Spacer Decomposition
The breakdown of a component into it's refracting surfaces is most easily
visualized by considering a spacer at it's refracting surfaces. By inspection, a spacer can
be looked at as two planar, parallel surfaces which describe the both refracting surfaces of
the component. The first surface of the spacer will be collinear with the previous existing
planar surface. This corresponds to "butting" the spacer to the previous component.
Once this surface has become fixed, a point on the next surface may be found by finding
the intersection of a line, which passes through the center of the first surface and is
normal to the surface, and a circle which possess a radius equal to the physical thickness
of the component. This process is described below:
OpticalAxis
"Second" Surface
ofSpacer
"Previous" Planer Surface
"First" Surface of Spacer
Figure 38. Decomposition of a Spacer into refracting surfaces. The numbers in circles correspond to
procedural steps.
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Procedure for Spacer Decomposition into Surfaces
1) Locate the edge of the first surface based on the height of the spacer and the location of
the optical axis. This is accomplished by utilizing equation 143, where the center and
radius of the circle are defined by one-half the height of the spacer and the point of
intersection between the optical axis and the surface, respectively, and the line slope and
y intercept are given by the parameters of the first surface's linear equation.
2) Apply equation 143 again, this time the center of the circle is at the point found in step
#1 and radius of the circle is equal to the length of the component. In this case, the slope
of the line is given as the negative reciprocal of the slope of the first surface (specifying
the surface normal) and the y-intercept can be found based on the line passing through the
point found in Step #1. The resulting solution in the positive y direction specifies a point
on the next surface.
3) Since the component being considered is a block, the sides of the element will be
parallel to each other. Therefore, the next surface may be specified by the slope of the
first surface and the y intercept, which may be determined from the fact that the second
surface of the spacer passes through the point found in Step #2.
For the purposes of surface decomposition, the AO cell and the binary optic may
be treated as spacers.
Wedge Decomposition
The process of defining the surfaces of the wedge is very similar to that of the
spacer. However, in the case of the wedge, the "top
thickness,"
or the smallest thickness
of the wedge, must be specified in place of the thickness term used in the spacer case.
Once a point on the other surface has been established, the slope of the first surface must
be rotated according to the wedge angle. This is illustrated in Figure 39.
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Wedge Angle, Ct
Second" Surface
of Wedge
"Previous" Planer Surface
"First" Surface ofSpacer
Figure 39.Decomposition of aWedge into refracting surfaces. Numbers in circles correspond to procedural
steps.
Procedure forWedge Decomposition into Surfaces
Steps #l-#2) Same as SpacerDecomposition case
3) From Step #2, a point on the surface has been determined. The slope of the surface
can be found as the tangent of the angle the first surface makes with the +x axis plus the
wedge angle. The angle the first surface makes with the +x axis is simply the arc tangent
of the line's slope. At this point, since the slope of the surface and a point on the surface
are known, the surface is completely specified.
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Lens Decomposition
Planoconvex: Oriented with the Curvature FacingAwav the Previous Surface
Vertex ofLens
Center ofCurvature / /
/
m\
QJr-
Previous Planar Surface '
Figure 40. Decomposition of a Planoconvex lens into refracting surfaces. Numbers in circles correspond
to procedural steps.
Procedure for Planoconvex Decomposition in Surfaces
1) The vertex of the lens can be found at the intersection of a circle of radius equal
to the thickness of the lens and centered about the midpoint of the surface and a line
normal to the previous planar surface that passes through the center of the lens.
2) Once the vertex of the lens is determined, the center of curvature of the surface
may be found at the intersection of a circle, centered at the vertex of the lens and
possessing a radius equal to the radius of curvature of the lens, and a line normal to the
previous planar surface and passes through the vertex of the lens. At this point the center
of curvature and radius of the spherical surface have been determined, fully specifying the
parameters required for the description of the surface.
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Planoconvex: Oriented with the Curvature Facin2 Towards the Previous Surface
Center ofCurvature
\ / *
Vertex ofLens , v , ^..~
-
. Previous Planar Surfac e
\
Figure 41.Decomposition of a Planoconvex lens into refracting surfaces.
The planoconvex lens, in this particular orientation, will be decomposed into a
spherical surface, whose vertex lies on the previous surface, and a planar surface,
representing the back of the lens.
Procedure for Planoconvex Lens Decomposition into Surfaces
1) The midpoint of the planar surface of the lens is found at the intersection of a
circle, centered at the midpoint of the previous planar surface and possessing a radius
equal to the thickness of the lens, and a line, normal to the previous planar surface and
passing through the midpoint of the previous surface. Since the slope of the planar
surface, which is equal to that of the previous surface, and a point of the surface, just
determined, are known, the planar surface component of the element is known.
2) The radius of curvature of the spherical surface is found at the intersection of a
circle, centered at the vertex of the lens (the midpoint of the previous surface) and with a
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radius equal to the radius of curvature of the surface, and a line, normal to the previous
planar surface and passing through the vertex of the lens. Thus, by finding the center of
curvature on the global coordinate system and knowing the radius of curvature of the
lens, the surface has been specified.
Planoconcave: Oriented with the Curvature Facing Towards the Previous Surface
When considering the Planoconcave lens, it is most useful to consider it only as a
planoconcave surface, possessing zero axial thickness, and fixed to the previous planar
surface.
Previous Planar Surface \
Vertex ofLens
Center ofCurvature
'
*
Figure 42.Decomposition of a Planoconcave lens into refracting surfaces. Numbers in circles correspond to
procedural steps.
Procedure for Planoconcave Lens Decomposition into Surfaces
1) The center of curvature of the surface can be found at the intersection of a
circle of diameter equal to the radius of curvature and a normal to the planar surface that
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passes through the midpoint of the planar surface. Once the location of the center of
curvature is known, the surface is specified.
Planoconvex: Oriented with the Curvature Facing Awav the Previous Surface
/ Vertex ofLens
\ Previous Planar Surface
Center ofCurvature
Figure 43.Decomposition of a Planoconcave lens into refracting surfaces.
Procedure for Planoconcave Lens Decomposition into Surfaces
1) The determination of this surface utilizes the same method as mentioned in the
above section.
Ray Tracing Through the Bragg Cell
Ray tracing through the Bragg cell presents a problem to many conventional ray
tracing programs since it is an active optical component. For purposes of ray tracing, the
Bragg cell may be looked upon as a RF frequency dependent mirror, with the mirror
oriented normal to the face of the Bragg cell. The explanation for with treatment can be
seen from the operation of the AO cell in the Bragg mode.
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For proper Bragg mode operation, a ray will enter the cell at the Bragg angle with
reference to the surface normal. The resulting output ray will also be at the Bragg angle,
assuming that the cell is driven at its central operating frequency. Any deviation in the
cell driving frequency will cause the ray deviate about the Bragg angle, hence the Bragg
cell can be modeled as a mirrored surface normal to the face of the cell, with the
reflecting angle modified according to the formula derived in Section III:
T
^/signal
A6 = -
Bragg sound
(145)
CellFace
8B+A8
RayReflected at Assocaited
anAngle of... Frequency
fMAX
f CENTER
fMIN
Center ofCell
ofAcoustic
Wave Travel
Figure 44. The ray model of the Bragg cell. The Bragg cell is interpreted as a frequency dependent
reflecting surface, with the reflecting angle centered about the Bragg angle of the output ray. The
modification to the deflection angle is calculated according to equation 145. Note: It is assumed in the
figure that the drive range of the Bragg cell is centered about the central driving frequency of the cell. Also
note: The angles shown are greatly exaggerated in order to clarify the ideas described.
The ray model of the Bragg cell is shown in the figure above. A ray incident on
the Bragg cell is first refracted by the surface of the Bragg cell and point where the ray
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intersects the center of the cell is found. The ray is then reflected off of a mirror surface
that is oriented normal to the face of the cell and passes through the ray/center of the cell
intersection point. The reflection angle is then modified according to the difference
between the current cell driving frequency and the central operating frequency of the cell,
as specified by equation 145. The resulting ray then exits the cell, after refracting at the
exit face of the cell.
Ray Tracing Through the Binary Optic Device
Ray tracing through the binary optic is accomplished by modeling the binary optic
as a diffraction grating in terms measuring the trajectory of the output diffractive orders.
The angular deflection of the output orders of a diffraction grating are governed by the
paraxial form of the grating equation22:
9 =e.+m (146)
A
where 8q is the resulting output angle of the mth order with respect to the optical axis, 0}
is the angle the incident beam makes with the optical axis, X is the optical wavelength,
and A is the period between rulings on the grating.
In the case of the binary optic, the paraxial form of the grating equation has been
adopted in order to reflect the refined nature of the binary optic over that of a
conventional diffraction grating. Since the binary optic does not possess a ruling period,
the grating equation has been modified to the form:
e?=9,.+mx (147)
where % is a device specific parameter indicating the angular difference between adjacent
diffracted orders.
22B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 61
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VII. Simll: An Overview
Introduction
SirnTI is a program designed from the propose of using real ray tracing in order to
design and evaluate the performance of the integrated optical system by use of the
methods in the previous sections. However, due to it's dynamic nature, it allows the user
to easily design and evaluate other optical systems.
Simll is capable of allowing the entry of an optical system, manipulation of the
individual component parameters, simple optimization of some parameters, and
displaying the system on the graphics screen. Simll also allows for multiple rays to be
traced through the system and displayed on the graphics screen.
Specifying Components (Units ofMeasurement)
It should be noted that the component dimensions are measured in millimeters and
all angles are measured in radians, unless otherwise specified by the program.
Parameters ofOptical Components Used By Simll
All components have a value of height associated with them. This value is equal
to the distance across the face of a planar surface of an element, measured from corner to
corner. This parameter is included primarily for the program internal manipulation of
wedges, as well as providing a basis for which the graphics screen can display the current
system.
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Block Parameters
Blocks are specified by the thickness of the component, the index of refraction of
the piece, and whether or not the particular block is a beamsplitter. The beamsplitter
status of the block is used only in conjunction with the integrated system analysis. The
program will fuse the reference (Local Oscillator) branch of the system to the locations
specified by the beam splitters.
Wedge Parameters
Wedges are specified by the top thickness of the component, the index of
refraction of the component's material, and the wedge angle on the leading face of the
piece. The wedge angle is the angular deviation of the surface from the normal block
position.
Lens Parameters
General Planoconvex
All planoconvex, or positive lenses, should ideally be specified by the thickness of
the lens, the index of refraction of the lens material, the radius of curvature of the lens,
and the orientation of the lens (the orientation of the lens will be mentioned in a
following section.) In the case of the planoconvex lens, the focal length (i.e. radius of
curvature) must be a positive value. However, special provisions have been made for the
entry of lens descriptors in order to allow the user flexibility in the radius of curvature
entry. The purpose of these additional parameters is to allow the user to enter lens
parameters from, for example a manufacture's lens catalog, in order to define the radius of
curvature. These extra parameters are the focal length of the lens at a given design index
(and the associated design index) and the focal length of the lens at the operating index
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(and the associated operating index of refraction.) The simple formula is used to
determine the radius of curvature is given by:
R = {n-l)f (148)
where R is the radius of curvature, n is either the operating index or the design index, and
f is either the focal length at the operating index or the focal length at the design index.
These parameters are, by necessity of dynamic element entry, redundant to some degree.
Again, it is emphasized that the program user indicate the power of the lens to the
program by entering the radius of curvature that the lens possesses. This is the surest way
of insuring the program is working with the correct lens, due to the varying methods of
power calculation employed by different lensmanufactures.
General Planoconcave
As was mentioned before, the planoconcave, or negative, lens should be looked
upon as a planoconcave surface, possessing zero axial thickness. Therefore, the value of
thickness that is specified for the lens represents the "edge" thickness of the lens and
NOT the axial thickness. The "edge" thickness is the thickness of the lens material at a
distance equal to one half the height of the component from the optical axis. All other
parameters are analogous to the planoconvex lens except that the power of the lens (i.e.
radius of curvature) should be entered as a negative number.
Orientation of a Lens
The orientation of the lenses, a value of either 1 or 2, is used to specify whether
the curvature of the lens is towards or away from the previous element. The orientation
values of the particular lens types are shown in Figure 45.
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Planoconvex
Previous
Element
Planoconcave
V 1
L A
Orientation 1 Orientation 2 Orientation 1 Orientation 2
Figure 45. Method used in specifying the orientation of a lens to the Simll program.
Acousto-Optic Cell
When indicating the presence of an acousto-optic cell to the program, only the
transducer is considered. Therefore, the thickness of the AO Cell is the thickness of the
transducer and the index of the material is the index of refraction associated with the
transducer. The housing of the transducer should be represented as separate spacers
placed on either side of the transducer. The central operating frequency of the AO cell is
not stored with the component information, but is stored in the program, itself, and is
accessible under the Ray Tracing/Defaults menu.
Binary Optic Device
The binary optic device is specified by thickness of the element, the index of
refraction of the material, and the deflection angle associated with each order. The
deflection angle is a realization of the diffraction equation that is independent of the
wavelength of light illuminating the element. Assuming that light is incident normally on
the element, the departing angles of the orders are determined by the order number
multiplied by the deflection angle. It should be stressed that the means of realizing the
binary optic may be changed to take into account varying realizations of the output
deflection of the orders. However this must be done internal to the program.
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General Program Usage
Entry andManipulation ofData
Simll has been designed in order to simple optical system design as simple (a.k.a.
painless) and straight-forward as possible. The main program functions are controlled by
a series of pulldowns: the file pulldown, output pulldown, graphics pulldown, tracing
pulldown, and Simulation pulldown. The main user screen is shown below:
"i UM S3S t Graphics Tracing Simulation
INeu 1
Macro HUer
Micro filter
Load
Save
Qu it
Figure 46. The front end of Simll, displaying the possible selections available to the user. This screen
appears upon initial program execution.
From the pulldowns, the user has access to several simple
"select" boxes. These
boxes provide a simple means through which the user can select, for example, to change
the thickness of a spacer or to add a lens to the system. An example "select" box is
shown in Figure 47.
Optimize Thickness Parameters, (-4 to
Component tt
Enter tolerence
Test input ray angle
Test input ray height? Test Bragg cell Driving frequency
Compare Ray Slope after Intercept
Control input ray angle
Control input ray height
ControlBragg cell Driving frequency
Initial Search Step Size
-&k~
8
le-06
9.80200
0.80000 mm
1.4e+09 Hz
13
0.00000
0.00000 mm
1.2e+09 Hz
0.1 mm
Figure 47. A Typical selection box found in the Simll program. By moving the pointer to the desired entry
and pressing the return key, an action will be performed on the selected item.
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This particular box allows the user to change the parameters involved with
optimizing a component in the optical system. To change a parameter the user positions
the cursor (>) before the desired parameter using the up or down arrow keys and then
press the enter (return) key. In the case of the select box above, when the return is
pressed a
"prompt" box will appear. The resulting prompt box is shown below:
i Bragg cell frequency-
Enter Bragg cell frequency C 1.4e+09] (Hz)
Figure 48. A typical prompt box found in the operation of SimH.
The prompt boxes ask for a new value to be entered for the parameter, as well as
displaying the previous value in brackets. In order abort the operation press <return>
without entering any information.
Back-Tracking ToAbort Undesired Operations
It is possible for the user to return from a prompt box or select box without
altering any parameters. In the case of the prompt box, simply delete any text that was
typed into the box and press the enter key. The value in brackets (if there was one) will
remain the value of the parameter. To exit from a select box, press either the end key or
the escape key.
Examining an Optical System
An optical system loaded by the program may be viewed by two methods. The
first is by using the "sketch
window."The sketch window provides a brief description, or
sketch, of the components used in the system, as well as a telling the user the important
values associated with each component. A sample sketch window is shown in Figure 49.
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Index ofRefraction
preceding system
Wedge
BraggCell
Block
Beamsplitter
Planoconvex Lens
Index ofRefraction
following system
^System Description (at 1319 nm)-
N: 1.00000
12.78000 N: 1.50348
3.00000 N: 1.50348 fi: 0.11150
5.00000 N: 1.50348
12.33541 N: 1.00000
5.00000 N: 3.34000
7.13178 N: 1.00G00
0.00000 N: 1.50348 fi:
26.54975 N: 1.50348
12.70000 N: 1.50348
3.60000 N: 1.50348 F: 37.88827 0: 1
40.00000 N: 1.00000
.11150
M: 1.00000
Thickness ofComponent
K
Wedge Angle
FocalLength Orientation of lens
Index ofRefraction
ofComponent
Figure 49. A sample system description window showing how optical components are presented to the
program user.
In and Out indicate the index of refraction the ray is traveling in before
intercepting the first surface in the optical system and the index of refraction seen by a
ray exiting the optical system, respectively. From the figure above, the representation of
the components can be easily understood. This particular system happens to be the front
end of the integrated optical system.
The second means by which a system may be viewed is by using the "graphics"
screen. Upon selecting "Graphical
System" from the "Graphics" pulldown menu, the
program will generate a visual representation of the system. From the list of components
shown above, the optical system will appear in Figure 50.
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Spacer ofAir
Beamsplitter
Wedge
BraggCell
PlanoconvexLens
Block
Spacer ofAir
Beamsplitter
Block
Figure 50. The system described in Figure 49 as seen using the Simll Graphics screen.
The resulting image on the graphics screen is scalable and translatable, as well as
presenting the components using a color code scheme.
General Terminology
Some of the options in the program present the user with choices concerning the
"primary"
optical system and the "Local Oscillator" system. The primary optical system
is the system in which the Bragg cell is used to deflect the beam. The Local Oscillator
system is the system in which the beam will not be deflected by Bragg cell, therefore it
will serve as the local oscillator of the heterodyning system. To make the point clearer,
consider the following diagram of the front end of the system shown in Figure 5 1 .
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Local Oscillator System
Entire Optical System
PrimaryOptical System
Figure 5 1 . The terminology used in describing the integrated system. The "primary optical system"refers
to the optical components through which the signal beam passes. Likewise, the "Local Oscillator system"
refers to the optical components through which the local oscillator beam passes. The "entire optical
system"
refers to the fusing of both systems.
At some points in the text, the Local Oscillator is also referred to as the "reference
branch"
of the system, since the local oscillator travels through the optics, and the
"upper"
branch, due to it's physical location in the figures. Consequently, the primary optical
system is sometimes referred to as the "lower" optical system.
Optical System Entry and Manipulation: The File Pulldown
The options under the file pulldown are primarily those associated with the
creation, loading, saving, and manipulation the optical system on the component level.
The possible options under the pulldown can be seen from the pulldown itself:
JFTIH
IHew ., Inacro Hlter
Micro filter
Load
Save
Quit
Figure 52. The options found under the File Pulldown.
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Descriptions of the Pulldown Functions
New Removes the current optical system from memory and allows the user to
input a fresh optical system. This will place the user in macro-alter mode after any
previously loaded system has been purged.
Marco Alter - Allows the user to add or delete elements in the optical system.
The process has been designed to be fairly straight forward by presenting the user with a
series of understandable selection boxes. When this option is selected, the master macro-
alter box appears:
Macro Hlter-
?Delete a Component
Add a component
Figure 53. The options available under the MacroAlter option of the File pulldown: either the addition or
deletion of an optical component in the currently loaded optical system.
Deleting a Component
Upon selecting the delete option, the
"sketch"
window will appear on the screen.
In order to delete a component, simply position the prompt so that it points to the
component to be deleted, then press the enter key.
Adding a Component
Upon selecting the add option, another selection box will appear:
i Macro Btter-SSfli Hdd Component-
?Block r
Wedge
Bragg Ce 1 1
Binary Optic
PlanoconveH
Planoconcave
Mirror
Figure 54. The components that may be added an existing optical system.
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allowing the user to select the type of component to be inserted into the system. In order
to select a component, simply position the cursor near the desired component and press
the enter key. Upon doing so, another window will appear, asking for the parameters of
the component, as shown in Figure 55.
T-naoro HiSx-.erg -Iter ,
-Had Uomnnnpnt i I
r-Block Parameters I Ins to addJn
?Thickness
Index
Height
5 mm
1.50348
20
nanoconcave
Mirror
Figure 55. An example of the parameter that can be set when a component has been inserted into the optical
system. In this figure a block has been selected for insertion.
Again, in order to select a parameter to change, simply position the cursor such
that it points to the desired value, then press the enter key. Upon doing so, a prompt box
will appear, asking for a new value to be inputted. When all the element parameters have
been set to the desired values, the
"Insert" key should be pressed (as indicated in the
selection box title bar.) Once the "Insert" key is pressed, the cursor will appear in the
sketch window. To insert the element, first position the cursor at a component that will
be an immediate neighbor of the new element and press the enter key. Next, press either
the up arrow key, to insert the new element before the component pointed to by the
prompt, or the down arrow, to insert the new component after the component pointed to
by the prompt. Below is an example of inserting new components before and after an
existing component, once the new component parameters have been specified. In this
case, a block possessing a thickness of 10 mm and an index of refraction of 1.0 is being
added to the system, before and after the existing block.
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iSystem Description (at 1319 nm)-
in : N: 1 . 60000
?BL. T: 5.00008 N: 1.50348
Out: N: 1.00000
Enter
Up Arrow
? Enter
DownArrow
-System Description (at 1319 nm)
In : N: 1.00000
BL: T: 10.00000 N: 1.00000
?BL: T: 5.00000 N: 1.50348
Out: N: 1.00000
1
-System Description (at 1319 nm)-
In : N: 1. 00000
?BL: T: 5.08000 N: 1.56348
BL: T: 10. 80008 N: 1.00800
Out: N: 1.00000
Figure 56. The method used for inserting a specified element into the system. The component may be
entered into the system either before or after an existing component depending on the keystrokes used.
MicroAlter is an option under which the parameters of an existing component
may be modified (for example, changing an existing block's thickness from 10 mm to 12
mm.) The method of changing the parameters of the components is almost exactly the
same as entering the component parameters using MacroAlter. When this selection is
chosen, the sketch window will appear. Simply select the component whose parameters
will be altered and press the enter key. A select box, which is associated with the
particular element type, displaying all the component's parameters will appear. Select the
parameter to change, press enter, and a box will appear asking for a the new value. Enter
in the new value (or press Escape to abort.) An example process of changing the wedge
angle of an already existing wedge from a value of 0. 1 radians to 0.05 radians is shown in
Figure 57.
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r-System Description (at 1319 nm)
in : N: 1.00060
BL: T: 10. 00000 N: 1.50080
l!l?' H! 1-51817 R: 19.86176 0: 1^F-" J:,5.00000N: 1.51817 fi: 9.10000
BL: T: 10.00000 N: 1.00000
Out: N: 1.00060
,v Select the piece to
vary the parameters) 1
(filter Wedge Parameters
Top Thickness :
I ndex
?Wedge angle on leading surface :
r-System Description (at 1319 nm)
In : N: 1.00000
BL: T: 16. 00600 M: 1.50000
L+: T: 10.00000 N: 1.51817 R: 19.86176 0: 1
WE: T: 5.00000 N: 1.51817 fi: 0.10000
BL: T: 10. 00000 N: 1.00000
Out: N: 1.00000
5 mm
1.51817
0.1*:
r fidjust angle-
'
2) Select the parameter to vary
Enter new angle [ 0.H (rad): 0.05_
I \3) Enter the new value
A
iSystem Description (at 1319 nm)
In : M: 1.00000
BL: T: 10.00000 N: 1.50000
L+: T: 10.00000 N: 1.51817 R: 19.86176 0: 1
U, WE: T: 5.00000 N: 1.51817 fi: 0.0500071 BL: T:10. 00000 M: 1.00000
Out: N: 1.00000
TheOptical SystemwillUpdate
t) upon exiting
Figure 57. An example of using
"MicroAlter"
to change the parameters of an existing component. In this
case the wedge angle of an existing wedge has been altered from a value ofO.lradians to 0.05radians.
Load and Save - carry out the actions suggested by the names. "Load" will load in
an optical system that has been saved to the diskette, purging any optical system that was
currently in memory.
"Save"
will save the optical system that is currently in memory to
the disk drive. It is suggested that the file be given a
".sys"
extension.
Quit will end the current optical design session and terminate the program
execution.
Ray Tracing Through the System: The Tracing Pulldown
Once an optical system has been entered, it is now possible to trace varying
bundles of rays through the system. The trajectory of the rays entering the system is
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determined by the user entering the angle that the ray makes with the optical axis as it
enters the system (given in degrees) and where the ray intercepts the first surface with
respect to the optical axis (given in mm.) When selecting the
"Tracing"
pulldown, the
following choices are presented:
JlracmgL
Ray tracing
Beam tracing
Multibeam tracing
De-fau Its
Figure 58. The options available by selecting the Tracing pulldown.
Descriptions of the Pulldown Functions
Ray Tracing - This option allows the user to trace one ray though the system. The
parameters required are best seen from the "Ray Tracing" selection box:
r-Ray Tracing Parameters
Ray angle : 0.00000 degrees
Ray intercept : 0.00000 mm
Bragg Driving frequency
Diffracted order
: 1.3e+09 Hz
0
Figure 59. The Ray Tracing selection box which indicates the parameters that can be set to describe the
conditions on the input ray.
As mentioned before, the ray angle is the angle that the ray makes with the optical
axis as it enters the systems, specified in degrees. The ray intercept is the distance from
the ray/first surface intersection to the optical axis/first surface intersection. This, and the
sign convention utilized, can be best seen with a simple diagram as shown in Figure 60.
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IncidentRay Angle between . Distance from optical axis
incident ray and optical axis to ray/surface interscection
First Surface ofthe
Optical System
OpticalAxis
cn> 0
A>0
Figure 60. The sign convention adopted in order to quantify the parameters describing the trajectory of a
ray input into the optical system.
Whenever there is a Bragg cell present in the optical system, the frequency that
the Bragg cell is being driven at must be specified. This is required in order to determine
the deflection of the incident beam by the Bragg Cell.
When ray tracing through an optical system, ofwhich at least one component is a
binary optic, the diffracted order to be ray traced can be specified. The convention for
numbering the diffracted orders is the normal convention found in the grating equation,
characterized in Figure 6 1 .
Diffracted Orders
+2
BinaryOptic
Figure 61. The sign convention used in addressing a specific diffracted order of the binary optic.
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In order to visualize the result of using the ray trace option, the result is shown
below for introducing a ray into the system at an angle of +15 degrees and a zero ray-
intercept value:
Figure 62. The graphics screen that result after a ray has been traced through the system using the Ray
Tracing option.
Beam Tracing By utilizing the beam tracing option the user may trace multiple
rays that enter the system at the same angle with respect to the optical axis (a.k.a. rays of
the same slope.) The beam trace window appears as:
rBeam Tracing Parameters
Ray angle 0.00000 degrees
Upper ray intercept 0.30000 mm
Lower ray intercept -0.30000 mm
Bragg Driving frequency
Rays in bundle
1.3e+09 Hz
1 ray(s)
Figure 63. The Beam Tracing parameters window.
The number of rays is determined by setting the "Rays in
bundle"
value. The term
"beam tracing" is derived from the ability of the user to specify the starting distance from
the optical axis and an ending distance (a.k.a. a range of y-intercept values), simulating
the introduction of a beam into the system possessing a diameter equal to the distance
between the two end points. By supplying a range of y-intercepts and the number of rays
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in a bundle, the program will equally space the rays throughout the range and trace them
through the system.
In order to visualize the result of a beam trace, a beam was introduced into the
system shown previously, at an angle of +15 degrees and a diameter of 0.6 mm, and
composed of 3 rays, is shown below:
Figure 64. The resulting graphics screen after a beam has been traced through the system using the Beam
Tracing option.
Multi-Beam Tracing As it's name implies, it allows the tracing of many beams,
where beam is defined in the above section, through the system. Executing this option
first causes a dialog box to appear, asking the user to enter the number of beams to trace
through the system:
rMu It i-beam Trace
Enter number of beams
Figure 65. The prompt box that appears upon selecting the Multi-Beam option.
Once this value has been entered, the user will be presented with a number of
boxes requiring the same parameters as the beam trace box that will be used to define an
individual beam. A typical box is shown in Figure 66.
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pflulti-beam Tracing : Beam 8 1 parameters-
?Ray angle -
Upper ray intercept
Lower ray intercept
Bragg.Driving frequencyRays in bundle
0.00000 degrees
0.30000 mm
-0.30800 mm
1.3e+09 Hz
1 ray(s)
Figure 66. The parameters that can be altered to describe an input beam. In the case of the Multi-Beam
option a selection box will appear for each beam to be traced.
In order to show the results of a multi-beam trace, as compared to the other
tracing option, three beam where introduced into the previous system at angles of +15, 0,
and -15 degrees (all with a diameter of 0.6 mm):
Figure 67. The resulting graphics screen after the Multi-Beam Trace option has been utilized.
Defaults These values represent default values used in either describing the
index of refraction found in the reference branch of the optical system or the Bragg Cell
operating conditions. The default window is shown below:
I Optical System Defaults
?Driving frequency of Bragg cell
Index of refraction of air
Index of refraction of glass
Optical wavelength
velocity of sound
1.3e+09 Hz
1 . 00000
1 . S0348
1.319e-96 m
5125.00000 m's
Figure 68. Simll default values.
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"Index of refraction of glass" and "index of refraction of air" are used to describe
the indexes found in the reference branch of the integrated system. Upon program startup
the index of refraction of the glass in the reference branch is set to the index value ofBK7
at 1319nm, the operating wavelength of the system.
The operating point of the Bragg cell is defined by the remaining parameters in
the default box. The "driving frequency of the Bragg cell"is the central frequency of
operation defined in the Bragg deflection equation. The "optical wavelength" is the
wavelength of the light passing through the system and the "velocity of sound" is the
velocity of an acoustic wave traveling in the AO cell transducer. These parameters are
used in defining the Bragg angle of the AO cell and in the calculation of other deflection
angles.
Viewing Generated Data: The Output Pulldown
By utilizing the output pulldown, the user may chose which information to display
about the system and the method that will be used to display it. The output pulldown
appears as:
JOutputL
Trace informat ion
System description
Refracting surface description
Opt ions
Figure 69. The option available under the Output pulldown.
Descriptions of the Pulldown Functions
Trace information makes the information about the ray traced using the ray
tracing option in the Tracing pulldown. The information concerning the ray is presented,
in box whose contents may be scrolled up or down by the arrow keys, in the format
found in Figure 70.
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Number ofthe surface interestion
(may not be equal to the surface #)
Indicates a surface/ray
intersection or other
altering of the
ray's trajectory ^
slope of the ray before
ray inters e ction #7
-Ray Trace Informat ionr-
0.00000000 ,/
m =
b =
m =
b =
-0.00000000
> Intercept
-0.05664058
1.21449867
> Intercept
0.06146805
-2.79338836
> Intercept
0.16302676
-6.49340942
> Intercept
0.28709532
-11.32003122
* 4 : .y 21.44220182 , -0.00000000
* 5 : x.y = 33.93390710 , -0.70753739
6 : x.y = 36.43233332 , -0.55396401
8 7 : x,y = 38.90285981 , -0.15120207
y intercept value ofthe ray x andy coordinates of the intersection
after intersection #7
Figure 70. A Ray Trace Information window. The significance of the data presented has been highlighted.
As mentioned previously, the information concerning the ray's trajectory is
presented by specifying the equation of a line, in terms of the global coordinate system,
that lies beneath the ray. Thus, the values of m and b shown in the box indicate the slope
and the y intercept of the ray in terms of the global coordinate system. As noted in the
figure, the intercept number (the number of times the trajectory of the ray has been alter)
is not necessarily equal to the number of the surface. This occurs primarily due to the
presence of ray deflecting elements, such as the binary optic and the Bragg Cell. When
ray tracing through the components, intercept #1 will be at the face of the component,
intercept #2 is found in the center of the element (where the deflection has been model to
occur,) and the third intercept is found where the ray exits the component. Hence, the
element only possesses two surface but the ray trace information will be composed of
three intercept values. When there exists a question concerning the location of a
particular intercept value, the intercept numbers displayed using options under the
graphics pulldown. This will be discussed in a later section.
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System Description will place the System Description window on the screen.
Upon selecting a component and pressing the <return> key, a more detailed description of
the component will appear. This is shown in the figure below:
rDetailed Description
Planoconvex lens
Index of the glass
Design Index of lens
Thickness of the lens
* Design Focal Length
fictual Focal Length
Radius of Curvature
Curvature is away from
r System DescriptionIn : N:
BS: T: 12.70000 N:
WE: T: 3.00000 M:
BL: T: 5.00000 N:
BL: T: 12.33541 N:
BR: T: 5.00000 N:
1.58348
1.5187
3.6 mm
36 mm
37.088266 mm
18.6732 mm
the previous element
. (at 1319 n
1 . 00000
mJ-
1.50348
1.50348 fi: H. 11150
1.50348
1.00000
3.34000
1.00000
1.50348 fi: 0. 11150
1.50348
1.50348
1.50348 F: 37 .08827 0: 1
1.00000
1.00000
Figure 7 1 . A detailed description of a component obtained by selecting System Description from the Output
pulldown.
Refracting Surface Description shows the parameters describing the refracting
surfaces of the system in terms of their Cartesian forms. For example, the planer surface
of a block is described by the slope, x intercept, and y intercept of the line on which the
surface lies. The physical limits of the surface are also indicated. Upon selecting a
component from the System Description, the two faces of the component are presented,
as shown below:
nr
BL:
?L+:
BL:
L+:
BL:
r-Planar Surface P
Slope le+70
X Intercept 5
V intercept -le+70
Upper x extext 5
Upper y extent 10
Lower x extent 5
Lower y extent -10
Midpoint x 5
Midpoint y 0
-System Description
5.00000
5.00000
5.00000
5.00000
5.00000
5
" '
5
5
5
(at 1319 nm)
1 . 00000
1 . 50348
1.51817 R: 19.86176 0: 1
1.00000
1.51817 R: 19.86176 0: 2
1.00000
r Spherical Surface Parameters 1
R of C 19.861762
X center -9.861762
V center 1.318738e-69
Upper x extent 5
Upper y extent 13. 176404
Lower x extent 5
Lower y extent -13. 176404
Forward x 10
Forward y -6. 674382le-70
Midpoint x 5
Midpoint y 0
Figure 72. Viewing the information concerning the refracting surfaces of a particular component in the
system. The information on the left represents the surface of the component that is towards the incident ray
and the information on the right represents the surface away from the incident ray. In the figure the surfaces
of a plano-convex lens have been selected for display.
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Options By setting the option in the "Options" box, one can direct the output of
the information to either the screen, a file, and/or to the printer, as well as determine if the
information will either be about the primary optical branch and/or the reference branch of
the optical system.
Output Information to Screen CX]
Output Information to Disk C ]
Output Information to Printer [ ]
Primary Optical System Information CX]
Local Oscillator System Information C 3
Figure 73. The options available for either selecting the data set to be observed (either the signal or local
oscillator branch an optical system) or channeling the data to an desired destination.
In order to toggle an option on or off, simply place the highlight bar over the
option desired option and press the enter key.
Viewing the Optical System: The Graphics Pulldown
The options shown under the graphics pulldown allow the user access to the
graphics mode of Simll. The options available are:
IGraph icsl
Graphical System
Options
Display Data Fi le
Figure 74. The Graphics pulldown.
Descriptions of the Pulldown Functions
Graphical System This is the gateway to the graphics portion of the SimIL By
selecting the graphics mode, Simll will display a cross-section of the optical system, as
described by the user input and aligned according to it's algorithm. For example, consider
a system entered as (numbers and arrows have been included in order to illustrate the
correspondence between the sketch window and the graphical representation:)
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System Description (at 1319 nm)-
M: I.00000
5.00000 N: 1.50348
|.g000g N: 1.51817 R: 19.86176 0: 15.00000 Ns 1.00000
5.00000 N: 1.51817 R: 19.86176 0: 2
5.60000 M: 1.00000
5.00000 N: 1.51817 R: -5.18178 0: 2
5.00000 N: 1.00000
5.00000 N: 1.51817 R: -5.18170 0: 1
5.00000 N: 1.00006
N: 1.00000
/
Figure 75. An optical system, as seen using the text portion of Simll.
When viewed using the graphics mode, the system will appear as:
a)
Figure 76. The optical system from Figure 75 shown using the graphics portion of Simll.
While in graphics mode, the user can translate and scale the optical system.
Translation is accomplished by the use of the arrow keys, i.e. the up arrow key will move
the system upward on the screen. The picture may be scaled upward, by pressing the
page-up button, or downward, by pressing the page-down key. The scaling of the system
is done about the center of the screen. Therefore, in order to achieve a closer view of an
.17
area of the system, place that area near the center of the screen and press the page-up key
several times.
Options - This option menu controls some of the parameters involved in
displaying the image on the graphics screen. The selections are shown below:
Show surface numbers
Draw on ly refract ing surfaces
Draw primary optical system
Draw reference optical system
Draw current beam(s)
Draw current ray(s)
Label Surface Points
FI ip about y axis
FI ip about x axis
Current scale factor
X screen origin
V screen origin
Figure 77. The options available for altering the appearance and what is to be displayed on the graphics
screen.
Show Surface Numbers Displays the number of each surface, on the optical
axis, at the surface. It will also display the intercept number if a ray is being shown on
the graphics screen. The result of selecting this option is shown below:
InterceptNumber (shown in LightGray)
Surfac e Number (shown inwhite)
Figure 78. The resulting of turning on the "Show Surface
Numbers"
option of the Graphics Options.
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Draw Only Refracting Surfaces will only draw the portions of the surfaces that
are shown using the Surface Information option available in the Output pulldown.
Draw Primary Optical System. Draw Reference Optical System - This options are
used to determine which optical system will be shown in the case when the reference
branch of a heterodyning system is present.
Draw Current BeamCsl This will allow the user to view the last beam traced
7
using either the beam trace or multi-beam trace options under the Tracing menu option.
The results of this option can be seen in the figures found in the tracing section.
Draw Current Ray This will display the last ray traced through the system.
Label Surface Points - This will label the end points of the surfaces. Due to the
nature of the surface alignment, the endpoints labeled may not correspond to the
endpoints shown on the graphics screen. An example of the labeled surface points is
shown below:
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Figure 79. An optical system with its surface endpoints labeled by turning on the Label Surface Points
option of the Graphics Options.
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Flip about x axis. Flip about v axis - This function does exactly what it states,
mirroring the optical system about either the y and/or the x axis. This function is used in
some cases to put the optical system into amore intuitive orientation.
Current scale factor. X screen origin. Y screen origin This allow the user to set
the optical system scaling factor for the graphics mode of the system, and the screen
coordinates where to place the center of the first surface of the optical system. This
functions are used primarily to recover the graphics image of the system if it moves too
far off the screen. The origin of the screen coordinate system is at the upper left of the
computer screen. The positive x axis is to the right of the screen origin and the positive y
axis is down from the origin. Typical maximum screen coordinate values are (640, 480)
for a VGA monitor and (320, 200) for EGA monitors23.
Display Datafile - Allows the user to plot the contents of a data file on the screen.
The data is stored in the form of a text file, composed of two columns of numbers. The
first column specifies the x coordinate of a data point and the second column the y
coordinate. Simll will read in the data file and plot the points on the screen in a graphics
mode, labeling the axis endpoints, as well as indicating the maximum and minimum
values found in the data. A typical plot appears as shown in Figure 80.
23 r Lafore, The Waite Group's C. Programming Using Turbo C++, (Sams, Indiana, 1990) pp 407
xin
0.00069
Gloljal maximum : < 9.47H0000000, 0.00069136) o
Global minimum : (10.5270000000, 3.fi366e-05)
-9.-+74Q0-
-l-l.+7-tOO
J.00OQ4
Figure 80. An example of a plot that can be generated by using the Plot option in the Graphics pulldown.
The limits of the x and y axis are printed on the plot as well as the maximum and minimum values found in
the data.
An Important Note About Using the Graphics ScreenforAnalysis
The graphics screen should not be heavily relied upon in the analysis of the
system in some circumstances due of the presence of round off errors when the program
draws the optical system on the screen. As mentioned, the computer screen is composed
of a finite number of pixels, each of which is accessible by a pair of integer numbers.
Since the coordinates of the system will be calculated and scaled as real numbers, some
rounding errors will occur as the values are truncated to screen coordinates. Under this
condition, some line that should appear parallel may not especially if the optical system is
being viewed using a small magnification value. This effect is especially noticeable in
the following series of figures. Each figure represents the same system and the same
coordinate values, only the scaling has been increased in order to minimize the effects of
round off error. The output of the optical system should be 3 rays that represent a
collimated beam.
Figure 8 1 . The magnification of the optical system is relatively small, resulting in a noticeable
manifestation of the round off error. The lower ray defining the beam appears that it will intersect the ray
defining the optical axis, even though the numbers found in the ray data confirm that the rays are indeed
parallel.
Figure 82. The magnification of the optical system has been increased, resulting in a less noticeable effects
of the round off error. However, in this case it appears that the optical axis is not parallel to the two rays
defining the outside of the beam. This graphical optical system appears to be presenting different
information than the previous figure, even though they are generated from the same data set.
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Figure 83. The system has been furthermagnified, resulting in almost the complete elimination of the
visual effects of the round off error.
Figure 84. This system has been magnified several times, centering of the termination of the output rays.
From the figure it can be seen that the effects of round off error now appear to be negligible.
Evaluation of the Integrated System: The Simulation Pulldown
As stated before, the primary purpose of Simll is to aid in the design and
evaluation of the integrated optical system. It should be noted that the designation of
some component names are different than those assigned to the system in the section
describing the design of the integrated system. In Simll, CL3 corresponds to CL2 in the
integrated design section. Also, CL4 in SimH corresponds to LI in the description of the
system design. All other components carry the same names. The menu option
"Simulation" has been added to expressly deal with components and component positions
found in the integrated system. The options available under the Simulation pulldown are:
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JSimulat ion|_
pO Coltination Check
Lens Displacenent
Binary optic tracing
Skew Optical Ok is
Adjust Spacer 8 2 Len
Offset CTspacerl)
Component Elongation
Align Spacer2
Optimize CL4 ( lower)
Qptinize CL4 (upper)
Optimize CL3
DUD Operat ion
Proper Splitter Use
Graphical Overlap
Adjust CL3 parameters
True Thickness Optnize
Figure 85. The options available in the Simulation pulldown. Most of this options are specific to the
evaluation and design of the integrated optical system.
Descriptions of the Pulldown Functions
AO Collimation Check Selecting this option will cause to the program to trace
several rays through the system in order to allow the user to evaluate how well collimated
a ray fan associated with a particular time delay is as it exits CL4. The option will
prompt the user to enter the value of the a y-intercept of an input ray (this will fix a
particular delay point on the Bragg Cell) and the upper and lower driving frequencies of
the Bragg Cell (in order to define the upper and lower limits of the ray fan.) Once the
parameters have been specified and the action executed, the following information will be
presented on the screen:
i Upper Marginal Ray
Exiting ray slope (=Nu) : 0.226748
Last Surface x intercept : 88.1256
Last Surface y intercept : 12.4146
rOptical fix is
Exiting ray slope (=Mo) : 0.226767
Last Surface x intercept : 88.3378
Last Surface y intercept : 11.4785
i Lower Marginal Ray
Exiting ray slope l=Ml) : 0.226748
Last Surface x intercept : 88.5495
Last Surface y intercept : 10.5451
r Stat ISt ics
Est mated Spot S ize ; 1.91687 nn
Slope Difference Upper (Mu -Mo=) : -0. 000019057826
Slope Difference Lower (Ml -Mo=) : -0. 000019003255
Figure 86. The output resulting from selecting the AO Collimation check located in the Simulation
pulldown.
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The upper and lower marginal rays are the rays traced through the system entering
at a value equal to the specified y-intercept and experiencing the Bragg cell being driven
at the high and low frequencies, respectively. The "Statistics" box gives the estimated
spot size of the resulting beam (found by taking the distance between the two rays as they
exit the lens CL4) and the difference between the slope of the rays and the optical axis.
The goal of this simulation is to allow the user to adjust the system parameters until the
slope difference approaches 0, i.e. the rays will be parallel to each other and thus define a
collimated beam. For design purposes, ray fans originating at maximum and minimum
time delays on the Bragg Cell must also be collimated.
Lens Displacement Can be used to slide CL3 along the face of the spacer it is
butted against in order to evaluate the amount of beam steering that can occur from the
misplacement of CL3. The process can be best visualized by the use of the figure below:
Starting Position ofCL3
OpticalAxis
Distance Transversed
byCL3 along spacer face
Figure 87. The visualization of what Simll is simulating by selecting the Lens Displacement option from
the Simulation pulldown.
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The parameters that can be set for the simulation are shown in the select box that
appears upon choosing the lens-displacement option:
Lens-Steering Parameters, F4 to EXE-
HJpward lens displacement : 1.00000 mm
Lower lens displacement : -1.00000 mm
Number of steps : 50 pts
Input ray angle : 0.00000 5
Input ray h ieght : 0.00000 mm
Bragg cell Driving frequency : 1.3e+09 Hz
Figure 88. The parameters involved in the Lens Steering simulation.
The upper and lower limits of the lens displacement are set relative to the optical
axis of the local oscillator branch of the system. The resolution of the simulation is
controlled by setting the "number of steps,"which defines how many evenly spaced lens
positions will be evaluated. In order to quantity the amount of beam steering that occurs
due to the displacement of CL3, a ray is traced through both the altered local oscillator
branch and primary system. The parameters of the ray are defined by the last three
options in the box. When the simulation is executed (by pressing the F4 key,) the user
will be prompted for a file name. Into this file will be written the value of the lens
displacement from the optical axis and the difference in slope between the rays resulting
tracing through the altered upper and lower systems as the rays exit CL4. Thus, this
information will indicate the amount of misalignment in the beam traveling through the
two systems. The information is stored in a text format the is readable by the
"plot"
option under the
"Graphics"
pulldown.
Binary optic tracing - This option will trace the integrated system input beam
through the binary optic, generating the five diffracted orders in the plane of the system.
Skew Optical Axis Allows the user to slightly rotate portions of the optical
system such that the surface of the component is no longer parallel to the optical axis.
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This is accomplished by introducing a component into the system called a "tolerance
wedge."
By setting the amount of "wedge angle," the optical system can be "skewed."
This can be used for finding system tolerances.
Adjust Spacer # 2 Length - Generates a "plot-able" data file that contains the
difference in the slope of a rim ray traced through the upper portion of the system and the
optical axis after CL4 as a function of the length of spacer 2.
Offset(Tspacerl) - Generates a "plot-able" data file containing the ray offset as
the height of Spacer 1 is changed.
Component Elongation Generates a "plot-able" data file contains the difference
in the slope of two arbitrary rays traced through the lower portion of the system after an
arbitrary surface as a function of an arbitrary components thickness.
Align Spacerl Generates a "plot-able" data file that contains the distance
between an arbitrary ray/surface intersection in the upper system and an arbitrary
ray/surface intersection traced through the lower portion of the system at an arbitrary
surface in the system.
Optimize CIA (lower) finds combinations of focal length and thickness of CL4
for which the output of the Bragg Cell is collimated.
Optimize CIA (upper) finds combinations of focal length and thickness of CL4
which collimate the rays traveling through the upper branch of the system
Optimize CL3 for a given CL4, finds combination of focal length and thickness
for CL3 to collimate the beam in the upper branch of the system
DMD Operation If a deformable mirror is present in the system, this option will
allow the user to rotate the mirror a specified angle
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Proper Splitter Use For the proper analysis of the system performance, some
beam splitters must be looked at as either transmitting or reflecting at different times.
This option controls the way the rays interact with the beam splitters.
Graphical Overlap - Traces the rays required for a visual analysis of how well the
local oscillator overlaps all possible outputs of the Bragg cell. The rays are viewed using
the "Graphical System" option.
Adjust CL3 parameters Allows one to adjust the parameters of CL3 (i.e.
thickness, focal length, etc.)
True Thickness Optimize Adjusts the thickness of a particular component until
the difference in the slopes of 2 arbitrary rays is less than a given tolerance.
-Optimize Thickness Parameters, F4 to
?Component
Enter tolerence
Test Input ray angle
Test input ray height
Test Bragg cell Driving freauency
Compare Ray Slope after Intercept
Control input ray angle
Control input ray height
ControlBragg cell Driving frequency
Initial Search Step Size
EXE-
8
le-06
0.00000
0.00000 mm
1.4e+09 Hz
13
0.00000 o
0.00000 mm
1.2e+09 Hz
0. 1 mm
Figure 89. The parameters available for governing the optimization of a component in the system.
Method ofOptimization
Simll uses a rather simple optimization technique which searches an error surface
composed of absolute error values in a binary-type fashion until a local minimum is
found. The algorithm begins by evaluating the optimizing quantity at the current
component length, at the component length plus the initial search step size, and at the
component length minus the step size. Upon deducing which value the smallest
compared to the start value, the algorithm will move the next starting point to that value.
This process continues until no smaller value can be found. At this point the search step
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size is halved and the search process is repeated again. The reduction and halving of the
step size continues until the absolute value of error falls below the given tolerance.
It should be noted that the quantity to be optimized may not reach an exact value
of zero. This is due to the round off error associated with the computer inability to carry
out calculations with infinite precision.
I?Q
VIII. Calculation of Signal to Noise Ratio
The Form ofOptics Related Signal to Noise Ratios
By definition, the signal to noise of a random variable, in this case of the current
resulting from the detection of optical radiation, is given by the expression24:
SNR=J^L = IL (149)
variance cr,.
where r is the mean-squared value of the random variable and a2 is the
associated variance.
The expression can be made more specific by considering the classic noise
sources in an optical detection process the effect the photodetector current. Specifically,
the expression for the signal to noise ratio of an optical detection process25 is given by:
SNR= (150)
i shot ~*~i dark "*"i Johnson
where a2shol is the noise power due to shot noise, G2dark is the noise power due to
the dark (or leakage) current in the photodetector circuit, and o2joso is the noise power
due to thermal conditions. The noise power quantities will be detailed in the following
sections.
Signal Power
The expected value of the current originating from the detector is equal to the
responsivity of the detector times the expected value of the optical power incident on the
detector. The responsivity is a figure of merit which describes the efficiency with which
24 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 674
25 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (JohnWiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 909
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photons incident on the detector surface result in electrons being released to form the
detector current. Thus, the expected value of the detector (signal) current26 is given by:
<0 =*</>>^i (,51)
where T) is the quantum efficiency or the efficiency with which photons result in
electrons, q is the fundamental charge of an electron, and h(H is the energy stored in a
photon.
In a heterodyne detection scheme, the expression for the mean squared signal
current27 becomes:
M-M2
V
(152)
where Ps is the power in the signal beam and Pj is the power in the reference, or
local oscillator, beam.
The ClassicalNoise Sources
There exist several noise sources that contribute to the degradation of a signal
present in any optical system. These noise sources are called shot noise, Johnson (or
thermal) noise, and noise resulting from the detector's dark current. The derivation of the
expressions quantifying the noise powers is rather lengthy and not the main thrust of this
report. For further understanding, the reader is directed to several references on the
subject such as Optical Radiation Detectors by Dereniak and Crowe, Optical Electronics
by Yariv Chapters 10 and 11, and Fundamentals of Photonics by Saleh and Teich.
Shot Noise
26 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 676
27 A. Yariv, Ontiral Flectronics. 3rd Edition, (CBS College Publications, New York. 1985) pp 354
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Shot noise in the output signal occurs from the impacting of the photons on the
surface of the detector. The expression for shot noise28 is given by:
a2shol=2q(Ps)B (153)
where q is the fundamental charge of an electron, <PS> is the average optical
power received, and B is the bandwidth of the system.
Johnson Noise
Johnson noise results from the random movement of carriers in resistive electrical
materials due to the excitement of the carrier by thermal energy. The variance of the
current, due to finite temperature, in a resistive element29 is given by:
2 MTB rAS
<*i Johnson ~Z~ (154)
K
where k is Boltzman's constant. T is the operating temperature of the system, B is
the system bandwidth, and R is the resistance found in the circuit.
Dark Current Noise
Dark current noise results from the ever present generation of electron/hole pairs
in the detector, which are generated in the absence of light due to either thermal
conditions or tunneling30. The value of the dark current is generally given on the
specification sheet for a particular detector. The resulting noise value associated with the
dark current31 is given by:
o2dark = 2qidB (155)
28 E. Dereniak and D. Crowe, Optical Radiation Detectors. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1984)
pp40
29 E. Dereniak and D. Crowe, Optical Radiation Detectors. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1984)
pp 101
30 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 674
31 E. Dereniak and D. Crowe, Optical Radiation Detectors. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1984)
pp40
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where q is, again, the fundamental charge of an electron, i^ is the value of the dark
current, and B is the bandwidth of the system.
Substituting in the explicit expressions for the noise powers into equation 150 and
taking into account that the optical system is a heterodyne system, the SNR expression32
becomes:
2
SNR =
4^B (156)
2q{P,+Pt)B+^+ 2qidB
Taking into account the gain due to amplification in the circuit and the
photodetector gain by allowing q to become q multiplied by the product of all system
gain33, the SNR expression becomes:
2P,P,
rmGampc / v
amp piny
. /ha.
SNR= ^ -j^l^ (157)
2qGampGpm (Ps + P,)B+-j-+ 2GampGpmqidB
Since the form of the signal to noise ratio is established, what remains is
determining the amount of power in the signal and reference beam based upon the total
power available and the transmission efficiency of the optical components in the system.
The expression are derived by multiplying the total optical input into the system and
multiplies that by each diminishing optical transmission factor the beam experiences.
The signal beam encounters the half wave plate used in partitioning the power,
BS1, the Bragg cell, BS2, the Binary optic, and finally the polarizer before illuminating
32 A. Yariv, Optical Electronics. 3rd Edition, (CBS College Publications, New York, 1985) pp 354
33 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 678
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the detector. Therefore, the signal power, in terms of the total optical power available
will be:
"s = "in*-sIcubeTAoIaibJ-BoIp (158)
where TBO represents the total transmission efficiency of the binary optic. This value is
equal to:
TBO=BOsBOeffBOu (159)
TB0 = fe)(0.73)(0.7) = 0.02044 (160) '
The values of the transmission factors and the variable definitions are shown in
Table 6. Substituting the values from Table 6 into expression 158:
Ps = 150(0.5)(0.95)(0.16)(0.95)(0.02044)(0.5)mW (161)
Ps= 0.1 1068 mW (162)
The power in the reference beam can then be found by noting that the power in the
beam is that portion of the total power which has not been channeled into the signal beam
by the half wave plate and that the beam travels through BS1, BS2, the Binary optic, and
then finally through the polarizer reaching the detector. Therefore, the power in the
reference beam is:
P, = Pm(l-T.)Tat.Tai.TaoTp (163)
P, = 150(l-0.5)(0.95)(0.95)(0.02044)(0.5)mW (164)
P,= 0.69177mW (165)
A preliminary value can now be assigned to signal to noise ratio by substituting
the value of the signal and reference beam power, as well as those parameters required
from Table 6, into equation 157. The resulting value is:
5'Ar^B=101og10(2.227xl06) = 63.478dB (166)
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Table 6.
System Parameters Required in the Preliminary Calculation
of the Signal to Noise Ratio.
Parameter A property of... Variable Value
Load Resistance Detection Circuit Rt. 50 Q.
Responsivity ofDetector Detector R 0.76 AAV
Dark Current Detector id 0.3 x 10"6 A
System Bandwidth Overall System B 200 x 106 Hz
Total Output Power ofLaser Laser Source Pin 150 mW
Transmission Efficiency ofBragg Cell Bragg Cell Tao 0.16
Transmission Factor of Polarizer Preceding
Detector
Optical System Tp 0.5
Transmission Efficiency ofBS1 or BS2 Optical System Tf-.uhe 0.95
Fraction of Total Input Power Diverted to
Signal Beam
Optical System Ts 0.5
Gain of the Photodiode Detector Gnin 1
Gain of the Amplifier Detection Circuit Gamn 0
Splitting Ratio ofBinary Optic (BO) Optical System BOs 1/25
Overall Loss due to Absorption and
Scattering by the BO
Optical System BOeff 0.73
Efficiency of Beam to Beam Transfer of BO Optical System BO 0.7
Ambient Temperature Operating Conditions T 300 K
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Additional Considerations in SNR: Effects ofNon-Ideal
Detector Size
An important factor left out of the above SNR is the role that the detector size
plays in determining how much of the heterodyne signal may be utilized in the generation
of an electrical signal. It has been shown by VanderLugt34 that, in the analysis of
heterodyning system, the detector size can significantly effect the strength of the
heterodyne signal. The effect, in the context of the integrated system operation, must be
explored before a final estimate of the signal to noise value can be made35.
In general, the electrical signal for a heterodyne process is proportional to the
value derived by integrating the time varying intensity pattern, resulting from the coherent
interference between the signal and the reference beam, over the surface of the optical
detector36. By varying the detector size, more or less of the interference pattern is
captured by the detector, which can result in a significant degradation in system
performance37. In the following derivation, an expression is obtained which may be
numerically evaluated to determine the percentage of heterodyne power that is converted
into an electrical signal, based upon the detector size. This percentage will also be a
function of true time delay, as each true time delay has a distinct spatial frequency
associated with it (as shown in Section VI) which will according alter the interference
pattern between the two beams.
34 A. VanderLugt, Optical Signal Processing. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1992) pp 374-383
35 This derivation is based upon the work presented by Dr. Henry Zmuda concerning the calculation of the
signal to noise value for the integrated photonic delay line system.
36 A. VanderLugt, Optical Signal Processing. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1992) pp 381
37 A. VanderLugt, Optical Signal Processing. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1992) pp 374-383
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Before beginning quantifying the effects of the detector size on the SNR, the
electric field of the signal beam and that of the reference beam must be determined. Once
the expression for the electric fields are found, an expression for the intensity pattern
across the detector plane can be determined. Upon integrating the intensity over the area
of the detector, an expression for the usable percentage of the incident heterodyne power
may be found and incorporated into the calculation of the signal to noise ratio.
Determination of the Signal and LocalOscillatorElectric Fields
In an effort to simplify the concepts in this section, the behavior of the electric
fields will be examined first in the single photonic delay line configuration and then
extrapolate to the integrated system. For convenience, the layout of the delay line
configuration is shown below:
Rued
Miiroi
RF
Input
BS: Beam Splitter Cube
Figure 90. The configuration of the single photonic delay line system.
The Signal Beam
Traced through the system in Figure 90 is a ray fan associated with a particular
time delay. Recalling that the tilting mirror is at the location of the intersection of all
collimated ray fans, leads to a picture of a cylindrical wave, reflecting off of the mirror.
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The cylindrical wave reflecting off of the mirror is composed of a continuum of
collimated ray fans forced to converge on the tilted mirror by the lens. The situation can
be made clear by referencing the figure below:
Collimated
Ray Fans
Tiltable
Mirror
Figure 91. The convergence of the collimated ray fans on a tiltable mirror. One can see that as the density
of ray fans increases, it is apparent that the situation represents a cylindrical wave converging on the mirror
surface. Therefore, the signal beam seen in the system, after the mirror, may be expressed as a cylindrical
wave, originating at the surface of the mirror.
Therefore, the field propagating from the mirror, assuming that the mirror is not
tilted, can be expressed as:
Es (x, z) = As exp -j^.X2+J2K(f0+fs)t
Xz
(167)
where z is the axial distance from the mirror and x defines the coordinate axis
perpendicular to z, lying in the plane of the diagram. The variables fo, fs, and X stand for
the optical frequency, the RF signal frequency (placed on the beam by the Doppler shift at
the Bragg cell,) and the wavelength of the optical source, respectively.
In order to bring into the account the effect of tilting the mirror, a plane wave
component is used to modify the expression indicating the steering direction of the beam.
[38
Since the mirror will be altering the path of the beam only in the x direction, the
expression of the field becomes:
Es(x,z) = Asexp -J^x2+j2K{f0+fs)t+ j{fxx + f2z) (168)
The functional form of the spatial frequency, fx, may be derived by returning back
to the relationship defining the required mirror tilt angle as a function of TTD. It should
be noted that the spatial frequency, fz will be suppressed and interpreted as only a relative
phase shift between the signal and reference beam. This shall become apparent in later
sections.
As stated in the section describing the operation of a photonic delay line, the
mirror tilt angle of the mirror is related to the true time delay by (using the small angle
approximation):
0 = (169)
2F
where 0 is the mirror tilt angle, v is the velocity of sound in the AO transducer, and F is
the effective focal length of the lensing system.
The resulting spatial frequency of the plane wave38 is given by (in the small angle
approximation):
fx=T (170)X
where fx is the spatial frequency.
By substituting equation 169 into equation 170, the relationship between the TTD
and the spatial frequency is apparent:
f= (171)Jx
2XF
38 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) pp 1 11
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The Reference Beam
The reference beam, as shown in Figure 90, is simply a plane wave, traveling
normal to the face of the detector. The form of the local oscillator field is given by:
.
- .2k .
_
]2Kf0t + J Z+ J<&Ew(z) = ALOexp
where <1> is a phase shift with respect to the signal beam
(172)
Determination ofIntensity Pattern atDetector Plane
The detector plane is located in the x,y plane at a distance D from the surface of
the tiltable mirror. At this plane, the electric field of the signal can be written as:
Es{x) = Asexp
2k
-J^x2+j2K{f0+ fs )t + jfxx + JV (173)
The constant phase term,
(])' is generated by fixing the value of z. Likewise, the
local oscillator field, at the detector plane, can be written as:
ELO=ALOexp[j2Kf0t + JV'] (174)
where
(j)" is a constant phase term representing the phase shift accumulated in the
propagation of the field to the detector plane. Both field may be further phase shifted, by
choosing a specific moment in time when the phase shift of the signal beam is zero. The
resulting expressions are:
2k
Es{x) = Asexp -j^x<+j2K{f0+fi)t + jfxx (175)
EL0=ALOexp[j2Kf0t + j<S>] (176)
where O represents the phase shift of the local oscillator field with respect to the
signal field.
The intensity pattern from the interference of two electric fields39 is given by:
39 B. Saleh and M.CTeich, Fundamentals of Photonics. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York 1991) ppl71
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I =l ^J_ (177)
where r\ is the intrinsic impedance of air and is expressed in terms of power per area.
Upon substitution of equations 175 and 176 into the expression for intensity, the
following expression results:
^^ioKo+^X+E^EI+E^E.^I^+Ia+I. + I, (178) ,
The first term in the expression becomes:
Ia=^-AL0A'L0 (179)
2r|
This is simply the intensity of the local oscillator beam. In order transform the
equation into values that are available in the system design, the intensity expression
should be rewritten in terms of the power density. The power density, expressed as terms
of power per unit area, is given by40:
Plo= (18)
Area of illumination
Pl-0=~4jlV2- (181)
where Ptj3 IS l^e measured power in the local oscillator beam (in this case, the
normalized power,) dLO 1S fhe diameter of the local oscillator beam, and plo is tne
associated power density. By seeing the equality of the units for intensity and power
density, the intensity of the local oscillator may set equal to the power density:
ia=pL0 a82)
40 D.Cheng, Field and Wave Electromagnetics. (Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Massachusetts 1985) pg
329-331
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Likewise, the second term in the intensity expression can be written as:
h=Ps=- P (183)
Area ofSignalBeam
The cross-terms, however, require a little manipulation before being completely
simplified. Consider first the expression for Ic:
4 =Ao exp[y(2TC/0r+ )]a's exp j^x2-2K{f0+fs)t + fxx (184)
Simplifying the exponential terms and substituting in the expressions for power
density:
Ic=4p~lo^Ps'^V J ^x2- 2Kft + f'x +O
XD >* >*
(185)
Since last term in the intensity expression is the complex conjugate of the
expression in equation 185:
Id=y[pi\~o~yfp~sQXP -J 1x2-2Kfst + fxx +
XD
(186)
Therefore, the last two terms in the intensity expression, equation 178, can be
combined together to produce:
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Ic = UPloPs cos x2 - 2Kft + fxx + <D (187)
Therefore, the total expression for the intensity pattern that results between the
interference of the local oscillator field and the signal field is given by:
I = Plo+Ps+ 2t]PloPs cos
7T.
2n{fxx + ft)--x2+<3>Jt XD
(188)
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Determination ofPercentage ofUsable Heterodyne Power
Now that an expression for the intensity has been formulated, the percentage of
total power in the heterodyne signal that can be utilized by the detector must be
determined. The total power collected by the detector is equal to the integral of the
intensity over the surface of the detector, as shown in equation 189:
Ptot = \\l{x,y)dAiet (189)
DetectorArea
or:
Ptot= JJ Plo+Ps + ^PloPs^s 2K(fxx+ ft)-^-x2 +<D
DetectorArea XD
dAeX (190)
It becomes obvious that there exists two distinct components in the solution. The
first component is the result of the integration of the temporal independent components
over the detector area. Since the result of this integration will be a constant value, as is
displayed in equation 191, it is termed the DC component of the resulting signal and
serves only to provide a DC offset to the desired signal.
PDC=ADet{PLO+PS) (191)
The remaining portion of the integral, or AC signal portion, represents the
heterodyne signal portion of the total power incident on the detector. This implies that
the temporal dependent signal may be extracted from the integral, resulting in an integral
expression times a cosine varying signal. Specifically, the heterodyne amplitude found in
the signal to noise ratio calculation multiplied by an additional factor indicating the
percentage of the heterodyne power that is utilized in the generation of the electrical
signal. The signal power is expressed as:
Psig = JJ ^PloPs cos
DetectorArea
2K{fxx + f/)-^x2+0 dAdct (192)
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from which the temporal dependent portion can be extracted using a cosine identity:
"sig ~ 2-^PloPs cos(2ji//)JTcos
Del
2Kf>x-wx2+* a^del-sin(2rc//)|Jsin Tt2nfJx--^-x1 + <b1 XD
dA,Ldet
This expression can be reorganized into the form of:
Psig = 2^PloPsCs,g cos{2Kfst - 05/G )
by using the identity41:
A cos((at) + B sin((flr) = ^A2 + B2 cos(at - atan(f))
The amplitude factor of the heterodyne signal, CgiQ, becomes:
(193)
(194)
(195)
C2
=^SIG i!
.Del
cos
K
2rc/>-7 x2 + <>x XD
dA.det + 11
Del
sm 2Kfrx x2+<I>
1 XD
dA.Ldet (196)
The phase factor, <i>, can also be removed from the expression by the use of
several trigonometric identities, finally resulting in:
*~-SlG ~ II
Dei
cos
2nf-x-T5xI dA.det + JJ sin
Del
K
2KJrX X
x XD
dA.det (197)
Therefore, the power collected by the detector can be expressed, in terms of the
power densities, as:
Psig = ADe, (Plo +Ps) + ^IPloP^sig cos(2Jifr - Os7G ) (198)
Now that the expression for the amplitude weighting of the signal power has been
given a classic heterodyne form, the role it plays in the final signal to noise calculation
must be determined. The proper positioning of the term can be determined by walking
41 A proof of this identity has been carried out in Appendix C.
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through a proof presented by Yariv42 describing the derivation of the signal power term
for a heterodyning system.
The current from the optical detector is proportional to the power incident on the
detector:
'/(') ~
\Ew\2
+\Esf + 2ELOEs cos(cor) (199)
which may also be written as:
h (') ~ Pw + Ps + 2W5 cos(cor)
Comparing equation 200 to equation 198, it is observed that both equations are of
exactly the same form, expect for the presence of an AC signal weighting value. This
factor is easily included into the calculation, as shown below:
'/(') ~ Pw +Ps+2a4pT^cos{(ot) (201)
Taking into account the responsivity of the detector as a measure of the efficiency
of the conversion of the optical signal to the electrical signal, the equation can be written
as an equality:
id (t) = R.(plo +Ps + 2aV^"cos(cor)) (202)
Assuming that the power in the local oscillator beam is much greater than that of
the signal beam:
id{t) = r(plo + 2aV^"cos(co/)) (203)
Since only the time dependent portion of the detector current is considered the
signal, the mean-square detector signal current is given by:
i] = R'Plo 2a I cos(GLtf)
V v Plo
(204)
42 A. Yariv, Optical Flectronics, 3rd Edition, (CBS College Publications, New York. 1985) pp 353
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il=R2Pj 4a2--- | = 2a2PSPWR2 (205)
v plo 2y
which agrees with the final expression given by Yariv and shows that the signal
amplitude weighting factor scales the signal power in the signal to noise expression by it's
square. Therefore, the signal to noise expression, taking this effect into account,
becomes:
2a2PspiG^y(J
SNR = ^ 1 (206)
2qGompGpm(Ps+Pl)B+^-+ 2GampGpinqidB
In order to determine the relationship between a and C$\q, the AC signal portion
of the analysis, as seen in equation 194, must be altered to the form of the AC signal
portion of equation 201, which was used to determining the final effect on the signal to
noise ratio. The difference in the equations is that equation 194 is expressed in terms of
power density, where equation 201 is expressed in terms of the power in the optical
signal. The values of the optical power can be restored to equation 194 by substituting in
expressions 181 and 183:
fipfCsG fc*fst ~ s1G ) (207)
V ALOAS
"sig ~ 2
Equating this to equation 201, the value of the amplitude weighting factor can be
seen to be:
q= (208)
yALoAs
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Quantification of the Effect ofDetector Size on SNR
It is important to note that the expression for Csig> equation 197, is dependent
upon the desired TTD due to the presence of the spatial frequency, fx, in the integral
expression, which can directly be related to tapping the proper TTD. In order to provide
a better understanding of the effect of the detector size on the behavior of the signal to
noise ratio, the AC amplitude weighting factor, a, was evaluated numerically using
7
MathCad 4.0 and plotted for time delay values ranging from 0 to 98ns.
However, before the computation can be made, several values in the expression of
Cgic must first be determined form the integrated system design.
A trivial value to find is D, the distance from the mirror to the detector area. The
apparent propagation distance is found in the section concerning the design of the
integrated system and is equal to 90.5mm divided by the index of refraction of the glass,
or 60.19368mm.
Another value of paramount importance is the effective focal length of the system,
for use in the determination of the spatial frequency, fx, for each time delay. This value
can be estimated from the thin lens model of the integrated system. Consider the diagram
of the system shown below:
d (3
L3
Figure 92. A condensed ray diagram of the integrated system indicating the transference of a central ray of
a TTD ray fan through the system. The distance, d, represents a particular point on the Bragg cell. The
angle, b, is maintained through L2 by the nature of the system (see ray diagram in discussion of system
design.)
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From the figure, the following relationship are apparent
DBO
F3
DBO
F2
= tan(26j (209)
= tan(p) (210)
FI
From equations 210 and 211:
^T = tan(p) (211)
F2
DBO = d (212)
FI
From equations 209 and 212:
, Fl(F3) , , 20mFl(F3)
</ = -i-^tan(29>
' V ;
(213)
F2 F2
d 20 Fl(F3)
Ar = - = - - - (214)
v vF2
Comparing this expression to the expression for the TTD in terms of the focal
length and mirror tilt in equation 169, one sees that the effective focal length is given by:
Fl(F3)
^=-j?2 (215)
From the system specifications, FI can be estimated from the ROC of LI and the
index of refraction of the glass:
*^=0.01865412m
nBK1-\ 1.50348-1
F3 can be estimated from the ROC of L3 and the index of refraction of the glass:
F3=POC1=45J6n^ = 009089m
nBK1-\ 1.50348-1
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F2 can be estimated by using Simll to determine the paraxial focal length of the
subsystem. Upon doing so, the focal length was found to be 0.0860935m. Thus, the
effective focal length is:
0.03705(0.09089)Fejf= -m = 0.03911m (218)s 0.0860935
The only remaining factors to be defined are the area of the detector, the area of
the local oscillator beam, and the area covered by the signal beam. The detector 'is
considered to the coupling lens assembly at the output of the system and that all light
falling on the lens can be utilized by the detector. For convenience in the integration, it is
assumed that the detector is a 2x2mm square.
The area of the local oscillator is known as a design parameter for the integrated
system. At the detector plane, the local oscillator possesses a diameter of 2.7mm.
The size of the signal beam at the detector plane can be estimated using SimJJ to
trace a delay line through the system. It was found that the diameter of the beam was also
approximately 2.7mm.
At this point, all parameters have been assigned values from the integrated
system. The resulting MathCad calculation of a is shown on the following page.
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Definition of parameters:
Feff =0.03911 m
A. := 1.31910"6 m
r... 90-5
10"3
D m
1.50348
v: = 5125 m/s
As=7t- f
2.7-10"
LO
= 71-
'2.710"
,-3\
T: = 0..98 ns
2-^-F
eff
m
m
Effective Focal Length of the System
Laser Illumination Wavelength
Apparent Distance from DMD to
Detector
Velocity of Sound in AO Cell
Area of the Signal Beam at Detector
Area of local oscillator at Detector
Desired True Time Delay
Spatial Frequency Corresponding to a TTD value
The integral to be evaluated in the determination of a. Note that since the
detector defines that smallest area, it defines the limits of integration. Also note that
since the function being integrated does not depend on the y coordinate, the y dimension
of the detector may be removed form the integral.
S- 210
1-10
-1- 1-10
cos f -x dx
X-D
sin | f -x dx
\ X-D I
1-10
AsALO
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The resulting plot a versus the desired true time delay is shown below:
0.1 1
0.106
0.102
r
0.098
0.094
0.09
0 20 40 60 80 100
T
Figure 93. MathCad generated plot of the AC amplitude weighting factor as a function of desired true time
delay.
,-
\
V
\
/
/
/
/
min(a) =0.0081894026
When calculating the signal to noise ratio, it is common practice to consider the
worst case scenario for the operation of the system. In the time delay range shown, which
defines the anticipated operating range, the minimum value of a2 was found to be
0.00819. Upon inserting this value into the signal to noise equation, formula 206, it is
found that the signal to noise ratio drops to a value of 42.61 ldB.
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Appendix A
Simll Source Code
SimJJ is a DOS based program written and complied using the Borland C++'s
compiler and Integrated Design Environment. The executable form of Simll maybe
recreated by compiling and linking the separate object files using the huge memory model
as well as including the object files for the appropriate graphic monitor support and the
Little font supplied by Borland. In order to conserve space, the actual listings of the
program have been excluded. It should be noted that this program is copyrighted 1991,
1992, 1993 by Kevin Baldwin (some portions maybe copyrighted by Borland.) Any
modifications, further augmentations, the use of sections of the code, and the distribution
of the code (and executable) to other than the designated receivers can only be done with
the express permission of the author.
The basic
Program Section
structure of the program code is:
Function
Data.c
File.c
Graphics.c
Help.c
Math.c
Opt2.c
Optimize.c
Output.c
Plot.c
Siml9.c
Tracing.c
Window,c
Generates the storage space required for the optical system and
associated information. It has been kept separate for the remainder of
the code due to the 64K page limit of the Intel processor architecture.
Code for all the functions found under the "File" pulldown (see
Manual)
Code to drive the graphics portion of Simll
Contains "help" information
Code for repeated complex mathematical functions
Code for functions found under the
"Simulation"
pulldown (see
Manual)
Code for functions found under the
"Simulation"
pulldown (see
Manual)
Code for functions found under the
"Output"
pulldown (see Manual)
Code to drive the
"Plot" function under the
"Graphics"
pulldown
Main Program
Code for carrying all ray tracing and surface conversion functions
Code to drive the text window portion of Simll
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Appendix B
Analysis of the Binary Optic
The entire surface relief pattern of the Binary optic is generated by tiling a single
cell across its entire surface. The cell is a 32x32 pixel phase function, as shown in Figure
IB, composed of either 0 or -k phase shifts.
One Cell ofBinary QpticSurfiiceReliefPatt^
15 20
x pixel location
Figure IB. The phase function associated with one tile of the Binary Optic. The gray regions indicate a
phase shift of -n radians and the white regions a phase shift of 0 rad.
As stated, the entire surface relief pattern can be approximated by replicating the
tile. This is shown in Figure 2B, where single cell has been replicated 64 times.
Surface Relief Pattern ofBinary Optic
50 100 150
x pixel location
Figure 2B. A portion of the entire surface relief pattern on the Binary optic. This is merely the replication
of the phase function shown in Figure IB.
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It is assumed that the Binary Optic will be inserted into the integrated system at
the point where the light incident on its surface may be considered a plane wave. The
resulting output electric field may be found using the Fraunhofer diffraction integral. The
resulting output electric field will be given by:
Eou^'.y') =^e-^ ]]Ein(x,y) T(x,y)e-^){^)dxdy(2\9)
where T(x,y) is the transmission function of the Binary optic, Em(x,y) is the electric field
incident on the Binary Optic, D is the distance from the Binary optic to the observation
plane, and x',
y'
are the coordinates of a point on the observation plane. Since Ejn(x,y) is
assumed to be a plane wave incident normally on the Binary Optic, its presence will only
contribute a constant phase factor. Noting this, the Fraunhofer integral takes on the form
of a Fourier transform of the transmission function of the Binary Optic:
Eou, (fx Jy)~]]T(x, y) e-Mf^']dx dy (220)
where fx=^ and fy=j^ are the spatial frequencies. The resulting intensity pattern is
found by squaring the magnitude of the output electric field. Therefore, the intensity
pattern generated when the Binary optic is illuminated by a plane wave is proportional to
the squared magnitude of the Fourier transform of the transmission function of the Binary
Optic.
In order to numerically find the electric field after the Binary Optic the FFT of the
transmission function can be taken. The output intensity distribution after the field passes
through the Binary Optic is found by squaring the magnitude of the resulting field.
A MATLAB file was written in order to carry out the calculations. The phase
function of a single tile of the Binary optic was entered, replicated to an area of 256x256
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pixels, and the squared magnitude of its FFT was found. The result intensity pattern is
shown in the Background section in the discussion of the Binary Optic.
The MATLAB code used in the calculation is shown below:
% Matlab file for Determination of Binary Optic Behavior
% Written by Kevin Baldwin
clear;
% Describe
bmask = [1
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
the
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
binary
10 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
nature
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
of the
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
device
0 111
0 111
0 111
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 0
1 1
1 1
0 0
1 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
10 0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0
1 1
0 11
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 11]
% Generate the transmission function
bmask = exp (sqrt (-1) *pi*bmask) ;
% Replacate the transmission function 64 times (8x8 transmission functions)
% so that the current transmission function is 256x256 points
bmask(33 :64, : ) = bmask (1 : 32 , : ) ;
bmask (65: 128, : ) = bmask (1 : 64 ,:) ;
bmask (129: 256, :) = bmask(l : 128 , : ) ;
bmask( : ,33 :64) = bmask (:, 1 : 32 ) ;
bmask( :, 65:128) = bmask (:, 1 : 64) ;
bmask ( : ,129:256) = bmask (:, 1 : 128 ) ;
% Take the FFT and shift to center the DC component
Output fftshift (abs (fft2 (bmask) ) . *abs ( fft2 (bmask) ) ) ;
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mesh (Output) ;
title('|2-D FFT|*2 of binary optic transmission function');
pause;
contour (Output) ;
title(' | 2-D FFT|*2 of binary optic transmission function');
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Appendix C
Derivation of Trigonometric Identity
Prove: ^cos(cor) + 5sin(cor) =-Ja2+B2cos(cor-tan_1(4
Let fit) = Re AeV+Be""^ ; since Mcos(jc) = Re[Me7*]
f(t) = Re fsin cor.4cos((Df) + /4sin(cor) + ,t9cos cor \+jB
f(t) = Re[,4cos(cor)+.//lsin(cor) + 5sin(cor)-y'cos(cor)]
/(f) = Re[^cos(cof)+ 5sin(cor) + y'(^sin(cor) -.Bcos(cor))]
f(t) = Re[^cos(cor)+ 5sin(car)+ y(^sin(cor) -2?cos(cor))l
Let v(r) = .4cos(cor) + 5sin(cor) + y(,4sin(cor)-2?cos(cor)),
Examing the magnitude of y(t):
\y(t)\ = JA2 cos2(cor) + 2AB cos(coi*)sin(cor) + B2 sin2(at) + A2 cos2(at) - 2AB cos{(Ot)sin{(at) + B2 sin2(to/)
\y(t)\ = cos2(cor) + B2 sin2(cor) + A2 cos2(cor) + B2 sin2(cor)
\y(t)\ =
Examing the phase of y(t):
Zy(t) =
tan"^ sin(cor)-5cos(cor)
y4cos(cor) + 5sin(cor)
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Zy(t) = tan -1 tan{(ot)-P//
l + ^tan(cor)
Zy(t) = tan-1 f tan(cor - tan-1 \B/J)
Zy(t) = cor- tan"' (%)
;recalling the
formula for the tan
of the sum of two
angles
Upon reassembling the expression for f(t):
f(t) = Re[\y(t)\e^
f{t) = Re
VZTW1, ->
f{t) = cosfcor-tan-'f^
Hence: /4cos(cor) + 5sin(cor) =
^A2
+
B2
cos(cor-tan"'(^y
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Appendix D
Block Diagram of the Integrated System
